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PROGRESS OF IRRIGATION.

On September 15, a notable gathering of notable

men took place at Salt Lake City, being the first meet

ing of the Irrigation Congress. The membership com

prised many eminent persons, chiefly from States west

of the Mississippi, their object in meeting being the

interchange of views and discussion of the best

methods of redeeming to useful purposes the millions

of acres of arid lands which now lie drear and aban

doned in various sections of the great West.

Of the success of irrigation wherever it has been pro

perly carried out, all the speakers bore enthusiastic

testimony. The driest lands are made to blossom as

the rose, and wherever the blessed water spreads there

is soon found a contented, happy and prosperous peo

ple.

The place selected for the assembly was especially

appropriate, Salt Lake City being the first and per

haps the noblest example to be found in the country

of the wonderful results gained by irrigation. Here in

the midst of verdure and the music of running water

in every street the congress began its sessions. Among

the speakers was Wilford Woodruff, President of the

Mormons. He said:

“Fifty-one years ago the 24th of last July, I entered

this valley with 143 emigrants, or in other words, pio

neers. We were led by President Young. This coun

try that we arrived upon was called the Great Ameri

can Desert, and certainly as far as we could see it did

not deviate from that in the least. We found a barren

desert here. There was no mark of the Anglo-Saxon

race, no mark of the white man-everything was bar

ren, dry, and desert.

“We pitched our camp a little distance to the south

east from here about 11 o'clock in the day. We had a

desire to try the soil to know what it could produce.

Of course all this company—nearly the whole of us

were born and raised in the New England States, Wer

mont, Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut—had no ex

perience in irrigation.

“You gentlemen come here to-day; you see the city,

you go through thc country. Here are a thousand

miles, I might say, through these mountains filled

with cities, towns, villages, gardens, and orchards, and

the produce of the earth that sustains the people.

Without this water, this irrigation for which you have

met here to-day, this country would be as barren as

we found it.”

He was followed by President Cannon, one of the

early settlers, who said: “I took Iny first lessons in

irrigation when a boy, in 1848. I have had but com

paratively little practical experience in the business

since then, but it has become very familiar to us. We

have not had much time to theorize upon it, but prac

tically we have carried out this system throughout the

length and breadth of our Territory.

“There is one point that I think of great importance,

and I think it worthy the consideration of this body.

We have refrained, I was going to say, religiously, from

forming great corporations to take possession of the

water; we have not been taxed for our water in Utah,

but settlements have combined together and by their

own labor have taken the water out and have con

tributed by their labor in forming dams and digging

ditches to obtain the necessary supply for their acreage.

I think this is a very important feature in this Terri

tory. We have not had to pay for our water; poor

men could take land and obtain water by their own

..] labor.

“Another feature of our system has been that we

have had small holdings. When we settled this city,

the lots were divided out ; each lot was an acre and a

quarter. The lots were laid out in such a way that

the front of one lot faced the side of another. It was

99 designed to be a city of villas and to have plenty of

room. You see the breadth of our streets and the

amplitude of our lots; this was the original design.

Then, next to our city, a tier of five-acre lots was laid

out, then a tier of ten-acre lots, then a tier of twenty

acre lots. There were no lots laid out of a larger ex

tent than twenty acres. That there might be perfect

fairness, we cast lots for these. The mechanics were

18198|expected to want five acres; those who were in better

condition it was thought would require ten acres,

while the farmers received twenty acres.

“My distinguished friend, President Woodruff,

lived and sustained his family upon twenty acres of

land, and I may say to his credit there is no better

farmer in this country than he has been. He has been

noted throughout all our community for his indefati

gable industry.

“We have kept from monopolizing the land and

been willing to have it distributed in small holdings,

so that every man might have a foothold. I believe

1302 | that I do not overstate the truth when I say that in

no part of the United States is there a population

containing so many people living on their own

13203 lands and owning their own houses as in Utah Terri

tory. -

“I believe also in the artesian system. I have been

a believer in it always and for a great many years. I

believe that we can get large supplies of water from

I have experimented with this,

M

and I believe I have the honor of being the first person

to own an artesian well in this valley or in all our valleys.

I have sunk a good many wells, and I find them very

excellent. I have one now with which I water several

acres-a well four hundred feet deep. I think when

we get experienced well drivers in this country, we

shall find that we can bring large supplies of water to

the surface that will aid us in cultivating our lands;

for all that we have in this country is water.

“There is no part of Nevada which you travel

through, no country, which looked any worse than

this valley did nor any more unlikely to be product

ive than this valley did when it was first settled; but

industry and skill have changed this valley into fruit

ful fields and orchards and there is no limit.”

Many most excellent speeches followed, but our

limited space prevents quotations therefrom. A great

variety of resolutions were offered, some containing

financial projects for building dams and canals, others

for the acquisition or leasing of arid lands, others call

ing upon the general government to issue millions of

dollars’ worth of bonds and bore the arid earths for

wells, and make the lands fit for people to live in. It

was stated there are six hundred and fifty millions of

acres of arid lands still held by the general govern

ment, of which five hundred millions of acres require to

be irrigated by artesian wells, no other source of water

supply being available. When all the speeches had

been made and all the resolutions discussed the follow

ing reasonable platform was agreed upon and the con

gress adjourned :

Resolved, That this congress is in favor of granting

in trust to the States and Territories needful of irriga

tion, all lands now a part of the public domain within

such States and Territories, excepting mineral lands, for

the purpose of developing irrigation to render the

lands now arid fertile and capable of supporting a

population.

THE INTRODUCTION OF REINDEER INTO ALASKA.

A very interesting experiment in the introduction of

reindeer into this country has been commenced. Dr.

Sheldon Jackson, the government agent of education

in Alaska, has begun the work. During the past season

he imported sixteen reindeer from Siberia, which cost

about $160. Next year he proposes to establish a herd

of reindeer in the neighborhood of Fort Clarence and

expects to begin with 100 animals. Siberia has vast

numbers of these animals, and in its climate and vege

tation resembles greatly Alaska, so that there is no

reason to doubt that they will thrive on the eastern

side of Behring Straits. The reindeer is useful as a

draught animal for sleds, as well as for its milk, its

meat, its skin. From the econiinical point of view

the experiment is of the highest degree of interest and

it is gratifying to see that the Federal Government

recognizes the importance of the work.

Capt. M. A. Healy, of the revenue cutter Bear has

reported to the Treasury Department, emphasizing the

proposition as the most important question now be

fore the Territory of Alaska. The recent destruction of

seals and sea lions has certainly had its effect upon the

food supply question of the country and islands in the

neighborhood of Behring Straits, and any distress

brought about by the destruction of seals may be alle

viated by the introduction of the reindeer. In Ice

land, where the reindeer was first introduced in 1870, it

has increased greatly in number but is said to have re

lapsed into wildness and is now of little use to the in

habitants. It is to be hoped that better fortune will

attend their introduction into Alaska, and that they

will be treated as domestic animals, and not share the

fate of the buffalo.

-

-

DESERTIONS FROM THE NEW NAVY.

The difficulty experienced by the officers of the Ben

nington to prevent wholesale desertions among the

crew while the ship is in port is not by any means a

new one in our fleet. The new ships, with perhaps

the single exception of the Chicago, seem to be lacking

in accolumodations for their crews. While in the

old-time frigate or line-of-battle ship a crew of 700, or

even Inore, could be comfortably housed, with free cir

culation of air, it is impossible in the present type of

steam vessels to find hamnock room for one-third that

number without huddling. Close quarters and foul

air is now become the regular billet, and a single cruise

is enough to dampen the ardor of the most enthusias

tic sailor man.

The commander of the Bennington declares that, if

the Brooklyn police do not increase their efforts to

capture his deserters, he will not have men enough to

man his engines, not to mention his deck. Really, he

ought to complain against the designer of the ship

rather than against the police, for, under a strict inter

pretation of the navy regulations, it is doubtful if, the

men's case being properly set forth, they should be

punished for desertion. The regulations provide with

painstaking particularity that a ship's crew must be

properly housed and fed.

So strict are these rules that it is made a part of the

duty of the officer of the deck to taste the men's food

before it is served, thus making sure of its wholesome
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ness, and the duty of the surgeon to examine the men's

quarters and report in writing to the captain. In the

old days the men did their four hours duty aloft and

then retired to the coinforts of the roomy gun deck

with gun ports open on every hand. Now they haul

at tackle and falls or toil before the furnaces and re

tire into a rat hole under the forward hatches.

In port, with windlasses set and a draught of air

below.life in the men's quarters is bearable, but on such

a cruise as the Bennington is about to set out upon, the

inconvenience and discoinforts are intolerable. Those

who have inspected the quarters on the new ships

will not think it strange that the men desert in gangs

at the rumor of a long cruise.

It has been suggested that the designers of these

ships be made to take a cruise in them, thus getting

practical evidence of their defects as to ventilation and

living room. -

They have spent their time devising engines and

batteries; now they should try and devise a means of

keeping men enough aboard to work them.

POSITION OF THE PLANETS IN NOVEMBER.

JUPITER,

is evening star. He is still the leader of the starry

hosts, but, before the month closes, a powerful rival

enters modestly into the field to contest his supremacy.

It is plain to every observing eye that our giant'

brother is departing. He no longer appears above the

eastern hills soon after sunset, as he did when in oppo

sition, but is high up toward the meridian when his

light pierces the sky depths. He makes his transit at

7 o’clock in the middle of the month, sets soon after

midnight, and holds his court in the western sky in

stead of the eastern. This brilliant planet is passing

through the small groups of Aquarius. His retrograde

or western movement ends on the 3d, when he becomes

stationary, and then moves eastward, or in direct mo

tion, until the end of the year.

The moon is in conjunction with Jupiter the day

after the first quarter, on the 10th, at 1 h. 50 m. P. M.,

being 4° 9' south. Moon and planet will make a

pleasing picture when it is dark enough for them to

be visible on the evening of the 10th.

The right ascension of Jupiter on the 1st is 22 h.

41 m., his declination is 9° 48' south, his diameter is

42".8, and he is in the constellation Aquarius.

Jupiter sets on the 1st at 1 h. 19 m. A. M. On the

30th, he sets at 11 h. 31 m. P. M.

NEPTUNE

is unorning star until the 29th, and then becomes even

ing star. He is in opposition with the sun on the 29th

at 10 h. P. M. This far-away planet then makes his

nearest approach, for the sun, the earth and Neptune

are in line, with the earth in the middle. Observers

endowed with exceptional visual powers can see

Neptune with the aid of an opera glass; but the num

ber of such observers is small. He is, however, a

beautiful object in a good telescope, appearing as a

tiny disk of a delicate blue tint. He will be found a

short distance northwest of Aldebaran.

The right ascension of Neptune on the 1st is 4 h.

28 m., his declination is 20° 6' north, his diameter is

2".6, and he is in the constellation Taurus.

Neptune rises on the first at 6 h. 25 m. P. M. On

the 30th, he sets at 6 h. 56 in. A. M.

VENUS

is evening star. She sets an hour later than the sun

at the close of the month, and keen-eyed observers

may possibly find this charming star lingering in the

glow of twilight, and giving a foretaste of the bril

liancy of her appearance when farther away from the

sun. She must be looked for 2%° south of the sunset

point on the 30th.

The one-day-old moon makes a close conjunction

with Venus on the 2d, at 2 h. 32 m. P. M., being 13'

north, but planet and crescent are too near the sun to

be visible.

The right ascension of Venus on the 1st is 15 h. 7 m.,

her declination is 17° 38' south, her diameter is 10'.2,

and she is in the constellation Libra.

Venus sets on the 1st at 5 h. 22 m. P. M. On the

30th, she sets at 5 h. 32 m. P. M.

SATURN

is morning star. He is favorably situated for observa

tion, rising nearly four hours before the sun at the

commencement of the Inonth, and six hours before the

sun at its close. He rises about 2 o'clock on the mid

dle of the month, and may then be seen coming up in

the east, a little farther east and 12° farther south

than the bright star Dembola.

The moon, two days after the last quarter, is in con

junction with Saturn on the 25th at 8 h. 50 m. A. M.,

being 2° 40' north.

The right ascension of Saturn on the 1st is 11 h. 49

in... his declination is 3° 20' north, his diameter is 15'.4,

and he is in the constellation Virgo.

Saturn rises on the 1st at 2 h. 49 m. A. M. On the

30th, he rises at 1 h. 6 m. A. M. -

MARS

is morning star. He rises at the close of the month

about three hours and a half before the sun, and may

be dimly discerned as a small ruddy star, 4° east and

a little north of Spica. An opera glass will certainly

bring him into the field.

The moon is in conjunction with Mars on the 27th

at 11 h. 52 m. A. M., being 2° 3' north.

The right ascension of Mars on the 1st is 12 h. 26 m.,

his declination is 1° 38' south, his diameter is 4'.2, and

he is in the constellation Virgo.

Mars rises on the 1st at 3 h. 45 m. A. M. On the 30th,

he rises at 3 h. 24 in. A. M.

MERCURY

is evening star. There is nothing noteworthy in his

course as he makes his way toward his greatest eastern

elongation, setting later and increasing in diameter

as the distance widens between him and the sun.

The right ascension of Mercury on the 1st is 14 h.

44 m., his declination is 16° 2' south, his diameter is

4".6, and he is in the constellation Libra.

Mercury sets on the 1st at 4 h. 52 m. P. M. On the

30th, he sets at 5 h. 24 m. P. M.

URANUS

is morning star. He is too near the sun to be visible.

His right ascension on the 1st is 14 h. 1 m., his de

clination is 11° 47' south, his diameter is 3'.4, and he

is in the constellation Virgo.

Uranus rises on the 1st at 5 h. 52 m. A. M. On the

80th, he rises at 4 h. 6 m. A. M.

Mars, Saturn, and Uranus are morning stars at the

close of the month. Mercury, Venus, Jupiter, and

Neptune are evening stars.

For an Eiffel Tower at Chicago.

It is reported that arrangements have been about

completed by which a tower higher than the Eiffel

construction will be erected in close proximity to the

World’s Fair grounds at Chicago, to be finished by

February 1, 1893. The designs contemplate a tower

440 feet in diameter at the base and 1,120 feet high,

having three circular platforms or landings, the first 200

feet from the ground and 250 feet in diameter, the

second 400 feet from the ground and 150 feet in diameter,

and the third 1,000 feet from the ground and 60 feet in

diameter. Above the latter will be signal service

offices and departments for scientific investigation.

Around the outside of the first landing will be a grand

colonnade fifteen feet wide, and the numerous restau

rants, kiosks and booths to be provided are designed

to accommodate many thousands. An offer in writing

has been made by a large iron firin to put up the tower

in the time stated for the sum of $1,500,000, which is

less than the cost of the Eiffel tower, the lower price

being made because standard and merchantable sizes

of steel can be used in the American construction.

The promoters of this enterprise are said to embrace

capitalists of Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Pittsburg

and other places. -

World's Fair Items.

—The foundation work of the Administration Build

ing is all finished, and the Inaterial for the iron

work of the edifice itself is being received on the

grounds. This building is constructed of material to

last but two years, and it will cost $650,000, although it

covers a space of but 250 feet square. It is designed to

represent in itself one of the noblest achievements of

modern architecture, and will occupy the most com

manding position on the exposition grounds. The

building consists of four pavilions, 84 feet square, one

at each of the four angles of the square of the plan, and

connected by a great central dome, 120 feet in diameter

and 260 feet high.

-Aside from the cost of the great exhibition build

ings, which will not be far from $7,000,000, the follow

ing are among the sums which have been, or will be,

spent in preparation of the exposition grounds: Grad

ing and filling, $450,000; landscape gardening, $323,500;

viaducts and bridges, $125,000; piers, $70,000; waterway

improvements, $225,000; railways, $500,000; steam plant,

$800,000; electric lighting, $1,500,000, statuary, $100,000;

vases, lamps, etc., $50,000; lake front adornment,

$200,000; water supply and sewerage, $600,000; other

expenses, $1,000,000; total, $5,943,500.

-The great extent of the fair can hardly at present

be measured, but some idea of its immensity may be

gathered from the fact that the space thus far set

apart for exposition purposes is three times the area

of the Paris exposition grounds, or about the size of

Central Park, New York, between 700 and 800 acres.

The Fahrenheit. Thermometer.

In a note published in the Proceedings of the Cam

bridge Philosophical Society, Mr. A. Gamgee investi

gates the principle according to which Fahrenheit con

structed his thermometric scale.

The author remarks, in thre first place, that although

Fanrenheit's thermometer has for a long time been

employed in England and America, and that its use

therein is general, technical books have not, up to the

present, given any accurate information as to the

principles that presided in the establishment of its

scale. In his treatise upon heat, Mr. Tait has, it is

true, given the opinion, afterward admitted by sev

eral scientists, that Fahrenheit divided his scale from

32° to 212° into 180° in order to imitate the division of

the arc of a quarter circle. This theory is based upon

an incorrect supposition, viz., that, before Fahren

heit, Newton had proposed as the basis of the scale

the freezing and boiling points of water, the interval

between these two points being divided into equal

degrees.

Mr. Gamgee thinks that, in his Scala graduum cal

ories, Newton advances nothing that Mr. Tait attri

butes to him, and, besides that, Fahrenheit fixed the

basis of his scale and constructed a large number of

thermometers long before Amantons discovered the

fact (confirmed and pointed out precisely by Fahren

heit) that the boiling point of water remains constant

under a constant pressure.

According to Mr. Gangee, the first thermometers

constructed by Fahrenheit were alcohol ones, and

were closed and provided with a scale whose two points

were fixed. The zero of the scale, indicating the low

est temperature that it was possible to reach, was ob

tained by plunging the bulb of the instrument into a

mixture of ice and salt, while the highest point of heat

was determined by placing the thermometer under

the armpit or in the mouth of a healthy man. The

interval between these two points was divided into

twenty-four parts, each of which corresponded to well

marked differences of temperature, and each of these

divisions was divided into four. In his later alcohol

and mercury thermometers, the twenty-four principal

divisions were suppressed, and were replaced by a scale

of 96°, fronn ice to human heat. The 32° of these ther

mometers was obtained by plunging the bulb in melt

ing ice.

Fahrenheit was led to construct mercurial ther

mometers on making some researches upon the boiling

point of water. With mercury it becaume necessary to

increase the scale above to 600°.

The figure 212, the degree of heat necessary for the

boiling of water at a mean atmospheric pressure, was

a result that experiment alone brought out.

Upon the whole, Mr. Gamgee thinks that Fahren

heit took, as the basis of his thermotnetric scale, the

duodecimal scale, which he was accustomed to use.

Revue Scientifique.

Remarkable Test of a Torpedo Boat.

An experiment was made at Plymouth, Eng., Octo

ber 22, with a boom to check the rushes of torpedo

boats. The boom was thickly studded with formidable

steel spikes, together with a seven inch steel hawser

stretched taut overhead as a balk.

Torpedo Lieutenant Sturdee, who had disapproved

the plan, offered to prove the correctness of his asser

tion that the device would not afford the protection

desired. He guaranteed that he would either jump or

force the boom, and he finally obtained permission to

Imake the attempt.

A swift torpedo boat was loaned the lieutenant for

the experiment. Upon this he built a massive arched

superstructure extending from bow to stern, intended

to raise and support the overhanging hawser. Four

seamen volunteered to accempany the daring lieu

tenant.

The lives of all concerned were specially insured for

the benefit of their families by orders of the Admiralty,

whose experts believed that the attempt of Lieutenant

Sturdee meant almost certain death. The importance

of the experiment as a means of making an actual test

of the availability of this means of defense alone justi

fied the risk in the eyes of the officials.

The boom having been adjusted across the mouth of

the harbor, the torpedo boat started on its hazardous

mission. The start was made half a mile away from

the boom, and a high rate of speed was attained as the

obstruction was neared. At the last moment the Lieu

tenant and his men rushed below and fastened down

the hatches. An instant later the boat, running at a

speed of nineteen knots, struck the boom.

The concussion was terrific, and all the occupants of

the craft were thrown so violently against the sides of

the boat that they were painfully bruised. It seemed

for a moment as though, the expectations of Lieut.

Sturdee would be realized and the boat force its way

through the boom. She jumped nearly clear, but be

fore she got through, the hawser caught her and

pressed her against the big spikes of the boom, which

held her like a vise and tore her bottom badly. The

boat at once began to make water.

The seamen worked at her some time before she

could be got free. Then they started for the beach,

but the boat foundered before reaching it, the crew

being taken off by the boats from shore. There was

much excitement among the spectators, and, though

Lieut. Sturdee's views had been disproved, his bravery

and that of his companions was highly praised.

-

-r

THE great bulk of alcohol made in this country is

produced at Peoria, Ill. It is made from corn. The

price paid there for corn was, until lately, 37% cents

per bushel, but it has now risen to 70 cents.

-
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THE CONVEYANCE OF DISPATCHES BY BEES.

Let not our readers think of a hoax on reading the

title of this article. It is a question entirely of asking

a new service of the bee—that insect so useful in the

country; and it is desired, neither more nor less, to ob

tain, after it has contributed to increase the national

wealth in time of peace, its aid in the common defense

when the country shall be threatened. But, what it

will be said, you do not think seriously of replacing the

carrier pigeon, which travels

immense distances in order to

and quickly applied to the bee held with pinchers. |senger which, through patient training and proper

Care in ust be taken that the glue does not touch either selection, inight be able to travel greater distances.

the head or the wings of the insect, which, as soon as

it is satiated, takes its flight and steers straight for its

hive. But here it meets with an unexpected obstacle.

In fact, care has been taken to place before the en

trance of each hive a small tin box having apertures

in front of just sufficient size to allow of the passage of

The opposite side, which isthe males or drones.

regain its cote, and with a

speed equal to, and often

greater than, that of our fast

est trains, by an insect inca

pable of guiding itself if the

hand of Inan or the force of

the wind carries it to some

leagues from its hive, and

whose qualities of speed bear

no comparison with those of

the winged inessenger that is

called upon to render so great

services in titne of war. ..l)o

not be uneasy, for such is not

our thought, and we do not

believe, even, it is that of Mr.

Teynac, the distinguished bee

master of the Gironde, who

has conceived the idea of this

ingenious innovation. It is

a question, for the moment

at least, only of some curious

and interesting experiments,

which are insufficient, how

ever, to perinit of prejudging

of the services that this new

Inode of transmitting corre

spondence may render in the

future. However this may be,

the results obtained up to the

present by the author of this method are so remark

able that we do not fear to lay them before our read

ers, being certain that they will think, as we do, that

we have here the elements of a most interesting study.

Numerous experiments, not altogether new, have es

tablished the fact irrefutably that, if a swarm of bees

be inclosed in a bag and carried to a distance of less

than two or three miles from the hive, and the bag

then be opened, the bees, after whirling around for a

few instants, will quickly take flight in the direction

of the hive with that certainty of instinct with which

nature seeins to have endowed all animals to a

greater or less degree. The most active ones will cover

the distance within a length of time varying between

twenty and twenty-five minutes, which corresponds

to a mean speed of seven miles

per hour. It was starting

from this fact that Mr. Tey

nac conceived the idea of

utilizing the instinct that

leads the bee to its home for

making a messenger of it,

and that he constructed the

material represented in our

engravings, and the use of

which we shall explain.

Let us suppose that the

owner of a swarin wishes to

establish a system of corre

spondence with a friend whose

residence is 2 or 2% miles dis

tant from his own. He be

gins by sending him a small

hive constructed as shown in

Fig. 1, and well stocked with

bees and with food for them.

At the end of a few days, the

bees will be sufficiently ac

customed to their new sur

roundings to allow experi

ments to be begun. A certain

number of bees are taken

from each hive and intro

duced into a small shipping

box (Fig. 2). The greater part

of the top of this box is cov

ered with wire gauze, which

permits of the entrance of

air to the prisoners. The bees

are introduced through the

orifice, 4, that Inay be seen

to the left of the box, and which is afterward closed by

the pivoting cover, 2. In this way, the sending may be

easily done by Inail. On reaching their destination,

the bees are set free in a room in which a saucer con

taining a little honey has been arranged upon a table.

The bee alights on the repast, and this is the moment

that the operator unust take advantage of to glue to its

thorax the previously prepared dispatch. As may be

seen in Fig. 3, the extremity of the dispatch (here

Inagnified ten times) is slit with a pair of scissors so as

to form two flaps, which are covered with fish glue

Fig. 3.—SAUCER OF HONEY PINCHE

It is toward this point that the researches of Mr.

Teynac are being directed, and he is now experiment

ing with the Bombus hortorum, domesticated by him.

-Les Inventions Nouvelles.

English Walnuts.

Mr. P. L. Simmonds contributes to a recent issue of

the Gardeners' Chronicle

some interesting information

about the so-called English

walnuts, from which the fol

lowing facts are gathered:

There are many varieties of

these nuts, such as the oval,

round, double, large and small

fruited, early and late, tender

thin-shelled and hard thick

shelled. An almost huskless

variety occurs in the north of

China. The larger portion of

the walnuts consumed in Eng

land are of foreign growth,

and average in quantity about

250,000 bushels. The bulk of

these come from France and

Belgium, and sinall quanti

ties from Germany, Holland

and Italy.

Bordeaux is one of the larg

est exporting ports in the

world, perhaps the largest

for walnuts; and sinall quan

tities are now sent from Chili

to Europe. The culture of

the so-called English walnut,

Figs. 1 and 2.—HIVE AND SHIPPING B0X.

entirely open, is applied exactly against the entrance

to the hive, so that, in order to enter or make their

exit, all the bees are obliged to pass through these

apertures. The little messenger, hampered by the

protuberance that the dispatch forms upon its back,

exhausts itself in vain efforts to pass through in its

turn, and is obligad to wait for some one to free it from

the burden that prevents it from entering the hive.

Here, then, is the system of correspondence devised

by Mr. Teynac. It will be seen that the use of it is

as yet not very practical. The difficulty resides in the

small extent of the field of operations of the same

swarm, and this would, for transmission to a long dis

tance, necessitate a multitude of intermediate stations

two or three miles apart. It is true that the establish
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DISPATCH AFFIXED.

ment of such stations is neither difficult nor costly,

since there is no need, as with the other messengers,

to trouble one's self with the question of feeding, but,

on the contrary, each station would be a source of

revenue to its guardian. But, in most cases, for a be

sieged city, the establishment of a station at a dis

tance of two miles is so evident an impossibility that

it is not necessary to dwell upon this point. Moreover,

relays so close together would occasion great losses of

time. It remains to be seen whether in the immense

fauily of hymenoptera there may not be found a mes

RS, SCISSORS, DISPATCHES, GLUE POT,

which, by the way, is not an

English tree at all, but a na

tive of the Orient and of cen

tral and eastern Asia, from

whence it was early introduced into Europe, is now dif

fused over Italy, from the Alps to the valleys of Sicily.

It is thought, however, that the number of cultivated

walnut trees in Italy is diminishing, as the demand for

the timber is increasing, being in great demand by the

cabinet maker.

Persons with weak digestions will do well to bear in

mind Mr. Simmonds' warning that walnuts, as long as

the skin can be easily removed from them, are a

nutritious and healthy article of diet ; but when they

become dry, so that they cannot be easily peeled, they

are indigestible.

Walnuts in the shell yield about one-third their

weight of picked kernels, which are the crumpled

cotyledons or seed leaves. In some northern districts,

particularly in Piedmont,

walnut trees have always

been held in high estimation

for the production of oil,

which, when newly made, has

a very agreeable taste, and

can be employed in cookery

as well as in the preparation

of varnish.

The walnut grows abund

antly in Kashmir, Nepal and

other parts of India, where

the fruits are largely used.

It forms also an important

article of consumption in Ja

pan, quantities being eaten

in a raw state. They are also

much used for making a kind

of confection, by cracking and

removing the shell without

hurting the kernel, which is

afterward coated with white

sugar, thus making an at

tractive and agreeable sweet

ineat.

The walnut also furnishes

in Japan a bland oil, used for

domestic purposes. In China

it seems to be pressed for oil,

as in some years over 12,000

tons are exported from the

port of Tientsin in the year.

The walnut is extensively

cultivated in the Punjab,

among the Himalayas and in

Afghanistan, a large annual

supply being brought to the plains of India by the

Kabuli and other traders from the hills. There are

several well known forms of this nut met with, the

soft-shelled kind of Kashmir and Chamba being con

sidered the best.

AND BEE WITH

-

THE picturesque American term “monkey wrench,”

used to describe an adjustable wrench that seizes the

nut on two sides, seems to be unknown in England.

There the wrench is called a spanner, because it spans

the nut.
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1mP*ent in the Manufacture of Ultramarine.

R. W. E. McIvor has found the following propor

tions of raw materials to yield excellent results: Sodi

um sulphide, 42 lb.; sulphur, 20 lb.; kaolin (China

clay), 110 lb.: soda (as carbonate), 106 lb.; or caustic

soda, 40 lb. These quantities yield about 2 cwt. of

ultramarine blue. The clay and soda are first roasted

together at a red heat so as to effect partial double

decomposition, and the product is ground. “Sulphur

liquor” is then made by dissolving flowers of sulphur

in a solution of sulphide of sodium to saturation. The

ground material is then made into a thick paste with

the sulphur liquor, the paste dried in an oven, and the

dried mass broken into small pieces is roasted without ||

access of air in a closed earthenware retort first at 250°

to 300° C. for an hour, then at a red heat for eight

hours, and finally just below dull redness in presence

of a slow regulated current of air. The retort must be

quite cold before being opened.

---------

Sugar.

The States now producing sugar and the raw mate

rial from which they produce such sugar are as fol

lows:

California........................................... ......Beets.

Utah........ ................................ . . . ........ Beets.

Nebraska........................ ... ......................Beets.

Pennsylvania............... ................Beets and maple sap.

Virginia..................... .... ........................Beets.

Texas.................................................Sugar cane.

Louisiana........ ....................................Sugar cane.

Florida......................................... .....Sugar cane.

Kansas............................... ..... ...........Sorghum.

Missouri................................................Sorghum.

Minnesota............................... Sorghum and maple sap.

Michigan................................Sorghum and maple sap.

Iowa....................................... ...........Maple sap.

Wisconsin.............................................Maple sap.

Illinois.... ..................... ............. .......Maple sap.

Ohio...................................................Maple sap.

West Virginia ................................... ... Maple sap.

New York.......................................** * * * * *Maple sap.

Maryland..................... ....... .... ........Maple sap.

Massachusetts................ ....................... Maple sap.

Vermont....................... -- - - - - ------Maple sap.

New Hampshire.... ........... * * * * * * - -- - - - - - - - - -Maple sap.

Maine....................... ......................... Maple sap.

A PULVERIZING HARROW AND CULTIVATOR.

The improvement shown in the illustration is de

signed to form a perfect pulverizer, doing the work of

a harrow clod crusher and roller combined, while it

prepares a perfect seed bed, deep, fine, smooth, and

even as a floor, and cleans foul fields of weeds and

vines so that they may be plowed under without

trouble, the plow not being required at all in

many cases. The forward frame of the machine,

which carries the pulverizers, is connected by a

pole with the axle of a wheeled carriage, and the

frame has a series of inclined drag bars, adapting

it, when the pulverizer blades are removed, to the

smoothing of lawns, roadbeds, etc. The pulver

izer blades are preferably of steel, and are at

tached to a head stock, as shown in the small

views, two upwardly extending studs of the stock

passing through perforations in the drag bars, to

which they are secured by pins or keys. One of

the paired cutter blades crosses the path of the

other, and presents an acute angle to the ground sur

face, designed to cut through it readily, and ride upon

or cut off small roots, vines, stalks, or similar obstruc

tions, or bury them in the soil, while the shape of the

blades is such that the entire device will ride over a

rigid obstacle. The

edges of the blades

are beveled on the

outside, to render

then self-sharpening

as they are drawn

through the soil.

Extending rearward

ly from the wheeled

carriage are rods

carrying drags, by

which the m a r ks

made by the wheels

are covered. The

In a ch in e can be

taken apart and put

together, or changed

from one combina

tion to another, with

out the use of a tool

or the exercise of any

degree of mechanical

skill. It is designed

to be inexpensive to

manufacture, a n d

not likely to get out

of order with severe

use, while it can be readily taken apart and packed,

except the wheels, in a box about six feet long by ten

inches square.

This improvement forms the subject of two patents

issued to Mr. John P. L'Homedieu, of Setauket, Suf

olk County, N.Y., to whom application may be made

for further particulars,

A SEAT ATTACHMENT FOR BICYCLES.

The illustration represents an extra seat attachment

for bicycles, which may be readily put on or removed,

adapting the vehicle to hold a child in front of the

rider in such a manner that it cannot fall out and will

not unbalance the machine, while it may also be ad

justed to suit children of different sizes. This im

RASTETTER & SIEBOLD’s BICYCLE SEAT.

provement has been patented by Messrs. Louis Ras

tetter and Crist Siebold, of Fort Wayne, Ind. The

child's seat may be placed on any common form of

bicycle, being shown attached to a safety of the usual

style, and it is supported at the back by the spring of

the main seat, a cleat passed through the front coil of

the spring being secured to the back of the attached

seat, from the lower front portion of which braces ex

tend downward and forward, and are bolted to a sup

port secured to the steering fork and the main frame.

Fig. 2 is a plan view of the attached seat and its sup.

ports, the foot rests extending in a nearly horizontal po

sition on each side of the fork, and the rear portions of

*S*NN

the foot rests being bent upward and clamped to de

pending hangers, the clamp being adjustable to suit

children of different sizes. The handle bar extends

around the front of the seat, forming a secure guard

to prevent the child from falling out, and when the

L'H0MEDIEU'S CULTIVATOR AND PULVERIZING ATTACHMENT FOR HARROWS.

child is not to ride the seat may be easily renoved and

the bicycle used in the ordinary way. By this method

of attaching the seat, the child has a foot on each side

of the fork, and has the same swinging motion as the

operator, the weight of both coming together upon

the saddle, whereby the child fully partakes in the

healthfulness of this form of exercise.

The Physical Action of Odors.

The direct action of odors on the nervous centers is

a subject worthy of careful research and study. Goethe

had a strong dislike to the odor of apples; Schiller

liked the odor. Some persons are made absolutely ill

by the odor of onions that are being cooked; while

other persons rather like it. The odor of the lily has

a most potent effect in Inany instances, and I believe

there is no person on whom it does not produce a sense

of depression and nausea. I have known it cause positive

faintness. I am myself always disagreeably affected by

the odor of carbolic acid, and can never remain many

minutes in a room where a trace of it prevails. In

cases where the effect of an odor is instantaneous, it is

fair to suppose that the impression made on the

olfactory surface is transmitted direct to the olfactory

center of the brain; but there must also, in certain ex

amples, be a further transmission to the sympathetic

ganglia.

The central seat of the olfactory sense must be very

near to the central seat of memory, for it is noticeable

that nothing recalls a past event like an odor. A little

child was accidentally thrown out of a pony-carriage

in a country lane. Near the spot where the fall took

place there was a manure heap, which gave forth the

peculiar dry ammoniacal odor so often recognizable

from such heaps—an odor distinctive yet not alto

gether unpleasant. The child was stunned by the fall,

and on recovering and returning to consciousness smelt

this odor powerfully. Over fifty years have elapsed

since that little mishap, and yet whenever the person

referred to passes, in country lanes, a heap giving out

the same odor, the whole scene of the accident recurs

with every detail perfect, and sometimes with a recur

rence of the giddiness and nausea which were experi

enced at the moment.

In some of the lower animals memory by odors is

often singularly exhibited. In the dog the memory by

odor seems a special part of the nature of the animal.

The “scent” of the fox-hound and of the stag-hound

is of this character. In the trained collie the remem

brance of an object hidden, a stick, for instance, may

be retained for three quarters of an hour, so perfectly

that the animal will fetch the object at command. But

if the object be coated with something giving an odor

which the animal is familiar with, the time is infinitely

more prolonged.

Some odors lead to sleep, like the odor from dried

hops; others lead to wakefulness, like the odor of dead

flowers or leaves. Still others allow sleep but provoke

the most terrible dreams, like the odors arising

from a pillow in which feathers are decomposing.

Habit modifies the effects of odor. Merciless

smokers laugh at the “faddery” of women who

become faint if a smoker charges the air they

breathe in a confined space, a small room or a rail

way carriage, and are ready to compare the objec

tion of a lady unaccustomed to the odor from the

pipe or cigar with the carelessness on the matter

shown by another lady who has become accustom

ed to the effect. But if a smoker gives up smoking

and all contact with smoke for a few years, he is

astounded at the unpleasantness of an air charged

with sinoke when he is then inclosed in it. I was

once summoned, professionally, to a youth who was

temporarily poisoned by inhaling the atmosphere is

suing out of a small window of a clubroom in which a

number of men were smoking freely. They, in the body

of the smoke, were not perceptibly affected. He, partly

in the open air, was

positively smitten to

faintness by the em

poisoned current

from the room which

flowed out of the

window, and is still

affected whenever he

coines within the

cloud of a pipe.—Dr.

B. W. Richardson,

in the Asclepiad

To Remove

To remove rust

from iron or steel

utensils the follow

ing solution is ap

plied by means of a

brush, after having

removed any grease

by rubbing with a

clean dry cloth : 100

gun. Stannic chloride

are dissolved in 1

liter of water; this

solution is next

added to one containing 2.5gm. tartaric acid dissolved

in 1 liter of water, and, finally, added 20 c.c. indigo so

lution diluted with two liters of water. After allow

ing the solution to act for a few seconds, it is rubbed

clean with first a moist cloth, later with a dry cloth;

to restore the polish, use is made of silver sand and

jewelers’ rouge.

Rust.
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Aerial Navigation.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

In the September number of the Century Magazine

is an interesting article on the Possibility of Mechani

cal Flight, by Prof. Langley of Smithsonian Institu

tion, and states that the greater the velocity acquired in

translating matter in a horizontal direction supported

by a plane of slight inclination, the greater weight it

will carry and that there will be an increasing economy

of power.

Or to use his own words, it requires less and less

power to maintain this horizontal position, the faster

it goes.

Then, again, the more speed is increased, the less will

be the power required to support and advance it. So

there will be an increasing economy of power with

each higher speed, up to some remote limit not yet

attained in experiment. This is in startling contrast

to all that we are most familiar with in land and water

transportation, where every one knows the direct re

verse to be the ordinary case.

Prof. Langley is correct, but we have one instance in

mechanics that proves this theory, and that is an en

gine drawing a train of cars on the level railway, for it

takes less power to keep up the required speed after

getting into motion. And corresponds with Newton's

2d Law of Motion, that a constant force produces a

uniform acceleration of velocity in any direction.

Or in other words, let any force with an intensity

capable of moving any mass or body, be it ever so

slow, be constantly applied, there will be a uniform

acceleration, as when a sphere or rolling stock allowed

to roll down an incline plane or railway of 1 ft; fall in

16 ft. length, it will pass through the space of 1 ft. in

1st sec., 8 ft. in 2d sec., and so on, increasing at the

uniform rate of 2 ft. per second and in one-half minute

or 30 seconds it will be moving at the rate of 59 ft. per

second. The air is no denser in the same altitude to

Inatter moving in a horizontal direction than in the

perpendicular fall.

One horse power has capacity of raising 550 pounds

1 ft. high in one second; let it be constant, the velocity

will increase 2 ft. per second toward the zenith.

Again, let gravity be 1 unit, and a force with an

intensity representing 11's units act at an angle of 45°

above the horizon; under Newton's 2d Law of Motion,

it will move in a direct horizontal line of 16 ft. in the

1st second, 48 ft. in the 2d second, 80 ft. in the 3d, ful

filling the law of falling bodies, or falling in a horizon

tal direction. FRANK BARNETT.

Keokuk, Iowa, October 16, 1891.
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The Albatross.

At one of the meetings of the Wellington Philoso

phical Society in 1885, Sir Walter Buller, F.R.S., ex

hibited a series of the so-called wandering albatross,

and expressed his belief that there were two species

under the common name of Diomedea eaculans, one of

thein being highly variable in plumage and the other

distinguished by its larger size and by the constancy

of its white head and neck. But, although that was

his conviction, he did not feel justified in setting up

the new species and giving it a distinctive name until

he could produce incontestable evidence of its exist

ence. From a paper read by him before the same

Society in February last, and published in the new

volume of the Transactions of the New Zealand Insti

tute, we learn, says Nature, that he had lately had an

opportunity of examining sixteen beautiful specimens

of both sexes and of all ages, and that as the result of

his study of these specimens he had no hesitation in

speaking of a new species. “It is undoubtedly,” he

says, “the noblest member of this group, both as to

size and beauty, and I have therefore named it Diome

dea regia.” He exhibited before the Wellington So

ciety a series of both species, and in the course of

some remarks on thern stated that they keep quite

apart from one another on their breeding grounds, and

do not commingle “except when sailing and soaring

over the mighty deep, where a community of interest

and a common pursuit bring many inelnbers of this

great family together.”

In the paper in which he deals with the species called

by him Diomedea regia, Sir Walter Buller refers to a

remarkable characteristic of the wandering albatross

—a characteristic which has been carefully studied by

Mr. Harris. At a certain time of the year, between

February and June-Mr. Harris cannot exactly say

when-the old birds leave their young and go to sea,

and do not return until October, when they arrive in

large numbers. During their absence the young birds

never leave the breeding ground. Immediately after

the return of the old birds, each pair goes to its old

nest, and, after a little fondling of the young one,

turns it out, and prepares the nest for the next brood.

The deserted young ones are in good condition, and

very lively, frequently being seen off their nests exer

cising their wings; and, when the old birds come

back, a young bird will often remain outside the nest

and nibble at the head of the old one, until the

feathers between the beak and the eye are removed,

and the skin made quite sore. The young birds do not

go far from land until the following year, when they

-

accompany the old ones to sea. When the young are

left in the nest at the close of the breeding season,

they are so iummensely fat that Sir Walter Buller

thinks they can subsist for months without food of

any kind. Captain Fairchild has described to Sir

Walter from personal observation the coining horne of

the wandering albatross, and the peremptory manner

in which the young bird in possession is ordered to

quit the nest, so as to make room for its successor.

Anthophagy.

A writer in La Nature, quoting from Ovid,

“Qui amat flores reputatur

Amare puellas,”

says that it is well to-day to modify this aphorism and

to say: “Those who love flowers are friends of good

living.” It appears, in fact, that in France as well as

in England a true crusade is going on at present for

the introduction of a ccrtain number of flowers into

our regular list of foods.

It was some London botanists who conceived this

eccentric idea of rendering us anthophagists, a word

which may be translated “eaters of flowers.”

If the learned Englishmen succeed in their enterprise,

we shall very soon see the edible flowers of the phog

(Caligonum polygonoides), of the mahwah (Bassia

latifolia), of the Dillenia pentagynia, etc., appear

upon our tables and triumphantly take their place

alongside of the violets, jasmins, and rose petals that

we have long been receiving from Italy in the form of

preserves.

In fact, in spite of our English neighbors, who would

like for once to obtain the reputation of being ini

tiators, flowers have been daily eaten by everybody

for a long time. -

•Anthophagy is assuredly one of the commonest of

practices; but ordinarily we are anthophagists with

out knowing it. The experimental proof of this asser

tion is soon and easily found. Thus, for example,

when we eat the artichoke with peppersauce, we are

eating the immature flower heads of the plant, and

when we partake of a common cauliflower with butter

sauce we are eating flowers.

The cabbages, like the artichoke, are plants of many

possibilities. -

See, in fact, what we owe to the Brassica oleracea

alone—the common cabbage—which the housewife

daily puts into the soup pot.

In a wild state, the Brassica oleracea is a rare plant,

at least in France, where it is scarcely ever met with

except in the inaccessible parts of the chalky shores of

Cape Gris-Nez. In order to develop at its ease, it re

quires sea air, saline spray, and phosphate of line.

But when man connes to take it under his protection,

then, according to the mode of culture applied to it, it

furnishes the common cabbage, the turnip cabbage,

the cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, etc., according as the

leaves, root, or flowers of the plant have been more es

pecially developed. This latter is especially the case

of the cauliflower and Brussels sprouts. The cauli

flower, in fact, is nothing but the plant's inflorescence

which has not reached its complete development, while

Brussels sprouts are buds that have not reached per

fect maturity. To add again to the list of Brassicas,

there is the brocoli, a maritime and wild (or nearly so)

variety of the Brassica oleracea, and the inflorescence

of which, less tufted than that of the common cauli

flower, is likewise edible and just as delicate.

In Holland, as well as in Brittany, the brocoli is cul

tivated upon a large scale in the polders (as the large

pasturages on alluvial soil that has been reclaimed

from the sea are called in the Netherlands), and, in

order to secure for it an existence approaching as near

ly as possible its normal conditions of growth, the peas

ants furnish it with a manure that is both mineral and

organic ; that is, the star-fishes that they gather by the

cartload upon the beaches. Let us add, further, that

the crop of brocoli inflorescences is placed in casks that

have contained the generous wines of France (Bur

gundy or Bordeaux). This gives it a particularly fine

and agreeable aroma, and it is afterward shipped to

England, whence we see it finally return to our tables

in the form of pickles in vinegar or of chow-chow. So

much for the simple cabbage.

As for the artichoke, the Cymara scolymus of botan

ists, that shares, with several other of its near relatives,

the property of having a fleshy and succulent floral re

ceptacle. These flower-vegetables of which we have

just spoken are in general use as food. Along with

them, it is well to mention a number of others, which,

although not so well known, are none the less valuable.

Thus, for example, the sea kale (Crambe maritima), a

near relative of the cabbage, belonging, like it, to the

great family of Cruciferae, and which grows naturally

and in great abundance at the seaside, in the shingle,

upon our Channel coast, produces an inflorescence that

is particularly esteemed by connoisseurs. It is a vege

table of which the culture will doubtless be carried on

regularly some day.

The most diverse families of plants furnish species

having edible flowers. The delicately perfumed,

freshly expanded flowers of the yellow pond-lily

(Nymphaea lutra) are employed in the east of France in

the unauufacture of certain preserves that possess an

exquisite flavor. The white and odoriferous racemes

of Robinia pseudacacia, dipped in batter are used in

soune countries for Inaking fritters that are no less

savory than those made of sliced apples or peaches.

The flowers of the Judas tree (Cercis siliquastrum), too,

are sometimes made into fritters with butter, or are

mixed with salads, and the flower buds are pickled in

vinegar. The flowers of the American species (C. cam

adensis) are used in salads and pickles in Canada. The

flowers of the nasturtium and borage are used as an ad

dition to salads. We use the flower buds of the caper

bush, preserved in vinegar, in certain sauces. The

cloves, so much used for flavoring, are merely the un

expanded flower-buds of the clove tree, dried in the

Sun.

The flowers of Abutilon esenlentum are used as a

vegetable in Brazil. In India, the flowers of Agati

grandiflora are used by the natives in their curries.

The flowers of the pumpkin vine are cooked and eaten

by some of the tribes of North American Indians. This

list is far from being complete, and we hope to add to

it at some future time.

--><---><>--

The Original Cable Road to be Improved.

The Clay Street Hill Railroad Company, San Fran

cisco, has run its last car up through Chinatown, over

the Clay Street hill, and with it the oldest cable

road in the world is now a thing of the past. No un

usual ceremonies attended the final trip, beyond the

breaking of a bottle of champagne over the grip and a

formal declaration that the business of the pioneer

cable road was finished, but after the car and dummy

had been turned into the round house many of the

officers and men, some of whom had been with the

road since its construction was begun, over twenty

five years ago, gathered together and exchanged bits

of history concerning the early days of the famous

line. Deep regret was expressed by all that it had be

come necessary to dismantle the road and reconstruct

it, that it might be adequate to handle the growing

traffic.

Up in the loft of the old engine house, corner of

Leavenworth and Clay Streets, are stored parts of the

first dummies which astonished the people of San

Francisco, together with the original grip car. This

is indeed a primitive affair, consisting of a low plat

form on small car wheels and supporting the grip. A

rough railing surrounds it, while the brakes consisted

of steel levers, which were pressed against the four

wheels. Five men were necessary to run the dummy,

one operating the grip and each of the remaining four

standing with a steel lever in his hand ready to lock

the wheels should the grip break. The trailer was a

common “bobtail” horse car, and the trial trip of

the first cable train, as thus constituted, forms a most

interesting chapter of street railway history.

Early in the ’70s, A. S. Hallidie, now president of

the California Wire Works, of San Francisco, conceived

the idea of propelling street cars by means of an end

less, traveling, underground cable. The scheme was

at first considered chimerical, but finally three men of

means-Joseph Britton, H. L. Davis, and James Moffitt

—took the Inatter up. Then came the almost inter

minable task of working out the mechanical details of

the idea, but it was finally completed, and on August

18, 1873, hundreds of San Franciscans climbed up Clay

Street hill to watch the trial trip.. As the gripman

who was to take the car over the road looked down the

steep decline his courage failed, and Mr. Hallidie took

the grip. At a given signal the car started off

smoothly amid shouts from thousands of throats. The

trip was made without a hitch and the innovation was

pronounced a success. Soon the line from Kearney

Street to Van Ness Avenue was equipped with cable

cars, and since then, until the closing of the line on

the night of September 9, the road has been in opera

tion, using continuously the same engine and the same

roadbed. Arthur S. Chase enjoys the distinction of

having collected the first fare, he being the first cable

car conductor, and Timothy Phalon was the first grip

man. Mr. Chase is now in the furniture business in

San Francisco, and Mr. Phalon, after a long service,

resigned and is now a factory watchman.

The Western Electrician says: It is probable that the

now historic train, with its first conductor and grip

man, will form a part of California's exhibit at the

World’s Fair.

- -
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Our Walrus-Eating Citizens.

Mr. Ivan Petroff, the United States special census

agent, has been engaged in taking the census of the

natives of Nunivak Island, in Behring Sea, in 60° N.

lat. He found the population to consist of over 600

natives. It was previously supposed that over 300

people occupied the island. There are no white men

there, and the natives live in a most primitive style.

Their only food is the flesh of the walrus, and their

only wealth consists of ivory obtained from the tusks

of that animal. There are few land otter, but, apart

from these, the natives catch no fur-bearing animals.
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(Sorrespondence.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

In my list of non-venomous serpents appearing in

the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, issue of October 10, 1891,

No. 19 is given as Kirkland's snake, Regina kirkland?.

It should read Kirtland's snake, R. kirtlandi. This

little snake has been placed in a new genus, Tropido

clonium, which is unnecessary, and certainly not eu

phonious. As to the largest, or rather longest, species

of snakes inhabiting the United States, Prof. Robert

Ridgway, the ornithologist, says that in 1854, in the

State of Missouri, Dr. Hoy captured a pilot snake,

Coluber obsoletus, which ineasured eleven feet in length,

and that his (Prof. Ridgway's) father killed one of the

same species measuring nine feet eight inches.

C. FEW SEISS.

--

-*-*-*

The Steam Yacht Mascot.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

I built the Mascot in 1881, and put into it a Colt disk

engine, made at the Colt's Patent Firearius Company,

Hartford, Conn., and have run it every year during the

yachting season, this season closing up the 10th. In

1888 I broke a crank pin, the first and only accident or

break of any kind that has happened since the engine

was put in motion. Not a dollar's expense for any pur

pose connected with the engine. Not a moment's de

lay in all these years for repairs of any kind to the en

gine. The engine has been managed this season by

the son of my former engineer, and is the first engine

he ever had charge of. The yacht has made, I think,

better time this season than ever before. The Mascot

is 65 ft. long and 101's ft. beam, and being finished inside

with mahogany and ten mahogany doors, 600 pounds

plate glass in windows and doors, and 400 pounds sash

weights, and 500 pounds brass rail, 6,500 pounds boiler,

engine 4,500 pounds, two marble washstands, and two

Sand's water closets, make the Mascot an unusually

heavy boat, and still it is no trouble to make 15 miles

an hour with ten or fifty passengers. She has done

this this season with fifty on board. The engine is a

six-cylinder one, each cylinder being 7 inches diameter

and 6 inches stroke, driving a 44 inch wheel, 6 foot

pitch, 220 revolutions. GEORGE S. WEAVER.

Keuka Lake, Branchport, N.Y., Oct., 1891.
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Rain Making.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :

The whole country, and, in fact, the whole civilized

world, has been greatly interested in the recent

attempts to coax or drive moisture from the Texas

skies. It is of some interest to inquire whether science

can favor any such attempts, and also to bring together

some of the reports that have been sent out regarding

the experiments. It has been thought that a mixing

of air strata of different temperatures would produce

rain, but a short computation will show how impossi

ble it is to obtain precipitation by Inixture. A cubic

foot of saturated air at 50° contains 4'09 grains moist

ure, and at 60°, 5.79 grains; Inixing the two we have

two cubic feet at 55°, containing 9.85 grains; but two

cubic feet at 55° will hold 9.72 grains, and we must

allow for the liberation of latent heat, so that there

would be no moisture to precipitate, even under those

favorable conditions which can occur but rarely in

nature. This is the old Huttonian theory of rain,

which was abandoned by meteorologists a good many

years ago.

In the early part of 1889, the present writer made a

few experiments on the forination of rain in dust-free

air. These consisted, for the most part, in forcing air

into a glass jar and suddenly releasing the pressure,

thereby causing quite an explosion or sudden rush of

particles in the jar. It was found entirely practicable

to form mist in perfectly dust-free air, and it was sug

gested that possibly the sudden bombardment of the

molecules might cause a mechanical aggregation of the

mist without the intervention of dust particles as

nuclei. (Science, June 21, 1889.)

Prof. John Aitken, of Edinburgh, Scotland, had

taken rather strong ground that the presence of dust

was needful in order that mist or cloud might forin,

and in a correspondence with him he writes as follows:

“I must however remark, and I have pointed it out in

one of Iny papers, that it is possible to produce con

densation in dust-free air. It is done by drawing out

the air pump very rapidly and accompanying the pro

cess with a shock. Condensation then takes place for

the same reason that water cooled below 32° immedi

ately solidifies when treated in the same way.” “Now

it is not so much the amount as the speed of expansion

and consequent rush of air that produces this “spon

tancous’ form of condensation.” I had suggested that

possibly his failure to obtain mist was due to not mak

ing the expansion rapid enough to prevent the heat

from outside reaching the air. He says farther, “I

have no theory with regard to shocks; I merely stated

the fact that shocks tend to assist in producing the

spontaneous form of condensation.” It seeins as

though these experiments and Prof. Aitken's sugges

tions have an important bearing upon the question of

the production of rain by concussions of the atino

sphere, and they may serve to explain a few of the

recent results in Texas.

While it would be unsafe to say, with our present

knowledge, that vapor molecules may be made to com

bine by concussion, yet it is very certain that they

may be combined without the intervention of solid

dust particles. It is easy to see, however, that if any

such effect is to take place it must be at once, and not

after an interval of even fifteen minutes after the

explosion. With the ordinary theories of rain forma

tion in mind, there seeins to be no possible way in

which a concussion of the atmosphere, extending with

some force to a distance of perhaps 2,000 feet, can pro

duce even a sprinkle except inInediately, nor can the

concussion be considered as effective at a distance

greater than a mile or two. It seems plain that such

explosions cannot give mist suddenly and also after an

interval, so that it should be decided to accept one or

the other as the direct result, and not either, as the

case may happen to be.

Turning now to the experiments, we find that it was

decided to make the first attempts in a region of

undoubted dryness, in order that there might be no

doubt thrown upon the results. Now while western

Texas, the place chosen, in most seasons of the year

has a very dry climate, it is far otherwise in its rainy

season, which extends from the iniddle of June to the

uniddle of September. The dates of natural rainfall in

western Texas during these experiments were as fol

lows: August 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27,

28, 29, and 30. That is to say, during this interval of

twenty-two days there were sixteen on which we would

have anticipated a natural rain, as shown by the

actual rain which fell over widely extended regions.

It is by no means certain that even this represents the

whole truth in this case, for there are very few stations

in this region, and it might well be that rain fell on

other days not noted above.

The first explosions, on August 9, were very few in

number, and a rain occurred the next day, but the

experimenters decided that this rain was not caused

by them. It would seem that this is a most important

point in this connection; if this first rain was simply a

coincidence, it would require strong proof to show

that all other rainfalls in this rainy time were not the

same. Again, on the 18th there were more preliminary

explosions followed by rain. It was then declared

that all arrangements had been completed for the final

and decisive tests on the 20th. On the 21st it was

announced : “The circumstance of the 20th seemed to

favor the experimenters, yet nothing has been im

proved.” This was certainly a singular admission on

the part of those so deeply interested.

In a report on these experiments the following ex

pressions occur: “Wherever there has been moisture

in the air and they have reached it, rain has followed

the explosions. This was to be expected, because no

one can produce anything without having material to

work upon. After each explosion so far made under

proper conditions, there has followed rain.” On the

other hand, it has been insisted all along that there

had been a great drouth in this part of Texas, and the

very object of going to this dry region was to try and

coax rain to go or fall there. It is gratifying to learn

that the attempt has not been made to produce rain

in a dry atmosphere, for such an attempt must have

inevitably failed.

A nost significant fact has also come to light in con

nection with the later El Paso trials. It had been

announced that no rain had fallen at this point for

several weeks, but, unfortunately for the experiments,

on the very morning, just before the explosions, there

was a rain at this point. Notwithstanding these favor

able conditions of the atmosphere, a most thorough

and long-continued bombardment of the atmosphere

produced no rain whatever, and the attempt had to

be abandoned. It seems quite plain that, from the

reports of the experimenters themselves, viewed in a

proper light and with a knowledge of the natural rains

in this region during this time, we must think the

results have shown the entire impotence of man to

bring about any rainfall except a few sprinkles just at

the moment and point of the explosion. Certainly the

results prove incontestably that money cannot be spent

profitably in any such attempts by crude and gross

explosions to produce precipitation.

There is no doubt that there is here a most intensely

interesting field for research, and it is to be hoped that

the present agitation will lead to a few scientific experi

ments on the condition of the clouds at the time of

rain forination and on the condensation of moisture.

Such experiments would be invaluable in setting at

rest a good many doubtful questions. H. A. HAZEN.

October 9, 1891.

The Artificial Production of Rain.

To the Editor of the Scientific American:

Here in Central Nebraska, during the season of

thunderstorms, we often see the commencement of

thunder showers and sometimes even of a cyclone.

A thunderstorin always begins to develop here with

a sultry, close atmosphere and a low barometer, and

generally in the afternoon.

The sky will show a few scattered, fleecy clouds,

which begin to draw together into a single mass, parts

of which mass slowly roll and tumble upon each

other.

Very soon a clap of thunder is heard, and at the same

time the rain begins to fall. Am quite sure that I have

heard the thunder before we could see the rain, but

usually we can see the rain before the thunder is heard.

Perhaps there were very light flashes in the cloud, the

report of which could not be heard before the first fall

of rain.

Might it not be that the particles of aqueous vapor

were differently electrified, and thus caused to attract

each other, in this Inanner forming a drop of sufficient

weight to fall ?

Here our heavy thunderstorms nearly always come

from the northwest and north, and are preceded almost

invariably by a hard wind for a day or two from the

south. This south wind always blows up dust, which

sometimes extends a mile high. The dust, of course,

is very fine, at least that which extends very high up,

and it might easily be that this dust, being silicious

and hot and dry, might be electrified from friction and

thus attract particles of vapor differently electrified, in

this way causing an accumulation of cloud and a fall

of rain.

It is a fact well known that a static discharge will

settle dust. This it can only do by disturbing the elec

tric equilibrium of the particles, causing them to ad

here, forming a particle heavy enough to fall through

the air.

It seems to Ine that sudden showers are caused by

electrical disturbances, even though the disturbances

be not great enough to cause lightning flashes.

Perhaps it may some day be demonstrated that the

causing of rain is one of the natural uses of electricity.

Paliner, Neb., October 7, 1891. M.

------

Aluminum Air Ships of the Future. - *

To the Editor of the Scientific American : -

I think it was about 1843 that aluminum was discov

ered, and for some years the process of separating it

from the clay near the earth's surface was very tedi

ous and quite costly, it being sold at about $12 per

pound, and for many years French chemists held a

monopoly of its product.

At length Yankee genius took hold of the business,

and in a few years reduced the price to about $1 per

pound, and it being three times lighter than steel and

nearly as strong, and no doubt it will still be cheapen

ed, and it has been hinted by some to even five cents

per pound, and we dare not dispute this. Be this as

it may, we can but hope, and I really expect, that an

air ship will yet be constructed principally of this won

derful metal, with buoyant and propelling wheels simi

lar to those of an ocean steamer, driven by electric

power, possibly carried in a storage battery, or pro

duced by the air ship itself.

The balloon, so far, has proved a very dangerous

means of flying in the air, as well as a very expensive

lileanS.

Possibly, some Yankee or French genius may dis

cover a simple method of separating the 20 per cent of

oxygen from the atmosphere, which is a supporter of

heat, which will assist greatly in solving this difficult

problem. Some aerial wizard will spring up, like

Edison of Menlo Park, and then accomplishinent is

certain. At our 1876 centennial an electric light was

produced as a mere curiosity. I then did not imagine

that I would live to see cities and dwellings illuminated

as they now are ; but so it is. In my boyhood there

was no railroad, no electric telegraph. No steamer

had crossed the ocean. Talking with each other by

telephone was scarcely thought of. Professor Morse,

who, in 1842 I think it was, sent, the first message

from Washington to Baltiinore, lived to stand in Cen

tral Park, New York, in front of the bronze statue

placed there, and send a message under the ocean and

around the globe, and I had the pleasure of being pre

sent when this was done; and now, no doubt, a man

will soon be able to stand in New York City and talk

with a man in London by telephone.

We truly live in the age of possibilities and proba

bilities. One scientific discovery aids another. And

an aerial ship is more probable to-day than a steam

ship was two hundred years ago. J. E. EMERSON.

Wool Grease Lubricants,

The soap formed by treating wool grease with alka

line lye is dissolved in water and filtered. To this a

solution of alum or other alumina salt is added, where

by a brown precipitate is formed, which is called

“aluminum lanolate.” With this substance, when

dried, lubricating oils of any viscosity may be produced

by dissolving it in any fluid mineral oil. If dissolved

in a sinall quantity of mineral oil, a gelatinous sub

stance is obtained which may with advantage be

mixed with India rubber or gutta percha. Solvents

for India rubber are said to be also solvents for “alu

Ininum lanolate.” In textile industries this substance

may also be used as a scouring agent.-R. Krause.
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ROMAN AMPHITHEATER AT WEEHAWKEN, N. J.

This new amphitheater, situated on the heights of

the west bank of the Hudson River, opposite the city

of New York, is the first of its kind ever built in this

country. The design is taken from the old style

Roman amphitheater. The structure is 445 feet in

length and 350 feet in width, and is divided into three

sections, a grand stand, arena, and stage. The front,

or main part of this structure, is built in a half circle,

the rest of the inclosure being square. The half moon

section, which contains the grand stand, is 30 feet in

height, the walls being one foot in thickness above the

lower arches, and 350 feet in diameter. The structure

is of wood and covered with cement, which gives it

the appearance of stone. The upper arches are .in

closed, and there are 35 arches in each tier. The upper

and lower arches are supported by square columns 3

feet in thickness, and these with 49 inner columns are

the upright supports for the grand stand. They are

made of 12 by 12 inch timber and boxed around to the

required size. Curran's plaster slabs, made of wood

fiber and plaster of Paris, are tacked on, and the

whole column is then covered with 1% inches of

of Thomson Cove crushed stone, making it a good

ground to throw off water.

The stage is 140 feet in width and 330 feet in length.

It stands 5 feet above the arena at the lower front

portion, rising gradually up to 12 feet in height from

the ground at the rear. From the gateway at each

side of the stage there is a passage way 10 feet in

width around and outside of the entire stage. To

reach the top of the stage from the rear, three passage

ways have been built, one on each side and one in the

center. The side passages are about 8 feet in width

and the center one is 20 feet. There are also twenty

apartments built under the rear of the stage, each

room being 30 feet in length and 12 feet in height.

The separating partitions are sheets of corrugated iron,

and the rooms are divided off equally among the per

formers, ten for the males and ten for the females.

Adjoining the rooms is a corrugated iron hallway,

about 4 feet in width, running on the inside the full

length of the stage. The scenery is shifted about by

means of cars running on 5% foot tracks. These cars

are 6 feet 9 inches in width and 8 feet 3 inches in

length, and the car itself is about 3 feet in height and

engine, where we have simply to turn on the gas cock

and rely upon the ingenuity and skill of those who

manufacture the gas to make it of such quality as to

give equally satisfactory results in the motor cylinder,

whether used for a short or longer period. But when

we come to the oil engine, we meet with a different

state of things as regards supply of the working agent.

The oil must be taken direct from its cistern, thorough

ly mixed with the right proportion of air, and passed

into the eylinder ready for ignition, at the rate, in some

engines, of four separate charges per second, so that

unless the arrangement for dealing with these heavy

oils is correct and works with precision, the tendency

to clog in the cylinder and working parts is very great.

In fact, to use a homely example, the engine is like a

strong-looking man with a poor constitution and suffer

ing from pulmonary troubles; it will run well for a short

time, and then, getting choked up, refuses to work.

The sphere of usefulness of the oil engine is rapidly

extending, because it is found reliable and steady at

work, with decided economy of fuel. The only real ob

jection that can be urged is the smell from oil, and

this may be reduced by ventilation.

cement and roughed up in imitation of stone The

arches are 14 feet in height, and the columns 7% feet

apart. A space of 60 feet in width running under the

full width of the grand stand is fitted up with booths

for those desiring to eat or drink.

Between the two rows of the center inner columns

leading from the grand stand are thirteen exits, each

4 feet 6 inches in width. The front stairway to the

grand stand is 25 ft. in width, and projects out from

the main structure about 47 feet. " The two side en

trances are 8 ft. 6 inches in width and about the same

height as the front entrance. The grand stand is 130

feet in width from front to rear, and its lower portion

is 7 feet above ithe arena, rising thence gradually up

to within 3 feet of the top of the amphitheater at the

rear. It is built in thirty-five steps, each 8 inches in

height and 2 feet 6 inches in width, and covered with

painted canvas. The stand is fitted up with 5,000

polo chairs screwed down solidly to the flooring.

There are also eighty private boxes. These, with the

polo chairs, make the seating capacity about 6,000.

Around the top of the amphitheater wall are electric

lights, which, with numerous calcium lights, furnish

light for the spectators to see the performance on the

Stage.

The arena is 165 feet in width and 350 feet in length. It

is prepared ground, on which was first placed 3 inches

of sugar house ashes, over which was spread 2 inches

====
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made of heavy timber. Four upright pieces about 15

feet in height, of 2 by 4 timber, are fastened to the

ends of the car and cross braced. The piece of scenery

to be shifted is fastened to this framework to keep it

in an upright position, and at the bottom the piece is

fastened to the car by means of wrought iron straps.

These straps are about 2 feet in length, 2 inches in

width and 3% inch in thickness, and they are hook

shaped at the bottom. The piece of scenery rests in

this hook and is bolted to the side of the car.

The performers number about 1,000, with quite a

number of animals, such as horses, donkeys, oxen, and

an elephant. The costumes are taken from those sup

posed to have been used in the time of King Solomon.

The amphitheater and fitting out of the grand stand

with stage and scenery cost $75,000.

Petroleum Engines."

When considering oil engines, the fact should not be

forgotten that we have an entirely different condition

of things from steam or gas motors, because the engine

has to gasify the oil for its own use. For instance, a

steam engine that will run for a day with good results

may be expected to run in a similar manner for a long

period. The boiler is relied on to supply dry steam at

the desired pressure. The same may be said of the gas

* Professor William Robinson, M.E., Assoc, M. Inst, C. E., University

College, Nottingham,

THE ROMAN STYLE AMPHITHEATER, WEEHAWKEN, N. J., OPPOSITE THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

What has undoubtedly to be arrived at in true con

struction of oil engines is to get economy of oil and the

best mechanical results without clogging of the work

ing parts, so that in the hands of the user the engine

may run without attention or frequent cleaning and

repairs. Clogging is prevented in some engines by

thoroughly mixing the oil vapor with a large porpor

tion of clean atmospheric air, so as always to form an

explosive mixture, which gives complete combustion

and a clean exhaust. It must be pointed out, however,

that during the compression of the charge before ig

nition a portion of the vapor comes into contact with

the walls of the cylinder, etc., and, condensing on

them, never gets burned. This oil forms, in its heated

state, a most excellent lubricant for the piston, thereby

dispensing with the need of a more costly oil, and

regulating the same without any attention. The per

fect state of the piston surface after being months at

work affords ample evidence of the advantage gained

by this method of self-lubrication with a minimum of

trouble.

-

THE American Pomological Society, at its recent

annual meeting in Washington, decided to make an

exhibit classified by State and county associations, and

also by individuals; and it appointed a World's Fair

committee of six to confer with the Horticultural De

partment, and to perfect arrangements,
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GIGANTIC PASSENGER ELEVATOR OF THE NORTH

HUDSON COUNTY RAILWAY.

A passenger on one of the ferryboats leading to or

from the upper portion of New York, or upon one of

the numerous vessels passing up and down the Hud

son, will notice on the Jersey shore, adjoining the

West Shore Railroad station at Weehawken, a tall

tower, communicating by a viaduct with the bluff, a

few hundred feet distant. The tower is the passenger

elevator of the North Hudson County Railway, and

this, together with the viaduct cominunicating with

the railway, will save the people living in Weehawken,

Guttenberg, the town of Union, and the residents of

the northern portion of Hudson County generally, the

laborious ascent of the bluff by stage or on foot. The

regular trains of the railway are to run out on the

viaduct to the elevator landing so that there will be a

direct transfer of passengers from the elevator cars to

the trains. This great work adjoins the grounds of

El Dorado—the magnificent spectacular summer

show-–and affords accommodation to the thousands

who flock to this place of amusement in the summer

season. Our view, by the way, shows the situation of

the Roman amphitheater described and illustrated on

another page.

The wrought iron work for the tower and viaduct is

furnished by the Passaic Rolling Mills, and the elevator

machinery and cars are supplied by Otis Brothers, of

elevator fame, from designs furnished by Thomas E.

Brown, Jr., engineer, under the specifications furnished

by Mr. Edward A. Trapp, engineer of the North Hud

son County Railroad Company.

The tower has a base of 45 feet 6 inches by 60 feet,

measuring from the center of the columns; the top of

the tower is 45 feet by 61. In the construction of the

viaduct and tower, 2,000 tons of steel were used. The

tower reaches to a height of 197 feet above the water

level, and the lift of the elevators is 148 feet. There

are three independent elevator cars, each 21 feet 6

inches, 12 feet 6 inches, and 10 feet high. Each car is

suspended in a steel frame formed of angle and chan

nel iron; the cables, eight in number, are attached to

these frames, as are also the safety devices. Each car

is provided with eight seven-eighths inch crucible steel

cables, six of which are attached to the hoisting ma

chinery and two to the counterbalance weights.

The hydraulic elevator cylinders are 38 inches in

diameter and 2 inches thick, provided with flanges 50

inches in diameter, and made in sections of 9 feet in

length. The pistons of the hydraulic cylinders are

each provided with 2 steel rods 414 inches in diameter

and 35 feet long. The pistons are geared by means of

cables and sheaves in such a manner as to cause the

car to move six feet for every foot of the travel of the

piston. Each piston is provided with an automatic

stopping device, which arrests the motion of the car

independently of the conductor when the car has

reached the end of its travel.

The car slides on wooden guide strips 6 x 8 inches,

formed of three sections of yellow pine, and each car

carries a safety device consisting of three pairs of cut

ters upon each side of the car, arranged to bite into

the wooden guide when the car attains a speed above

the normal. The arrangement of these cutters is

shown in the annexed diagram. The lower cutters

are serrated, producing grooves in the wood, and the

upper cutters, which are straight, cut off the grooved

surface as the car descends, the resistance of these

two sets of cutters being sufficient to arrest the car

very quickly, but not se suddenly as to cause any

shock.

In the test of this safety device a car with a load

of 36,000 pounds was released. The safety device ar

rested the motion of the car during a descent of 2%

inches. In another test, where the car was given a 12

inch headway, it was arrested by the safety device

before it had fallen 19 inches.

The hydraulic pistons are operated by the combined

action of the gravity of water and pressure exerted

upon the column of water by an air cushion in the

tank at the top of the tower. This tank is cylindri

cal in form, 78 inches in diameter and 40 feet long.

It is made of half inch steel, and has a capacity of

10,000 gallons.

There is an auxiliary tank at the base of the tower,

having a capacity of 1,200 gallons, which is 42 inches

in diameter and 15 feet long. The auxiliary tank is

little more than a huge air chamber. The riser which

conveys the water to and from the tank above is 15

inches in diameter. Two Worthington compound

pumping engines supply water under pressure to these

tanks. The high and low pressure steam cylinders

are respectively 16 and 29 inches in diameter; the

water cylinders are 12 inches in diameter, and the

stroke is 18 inches. These pumping engines each have

a capacity of 1,000 gallons a minute. As there is

generally a leakage of air from tanks and pipes,

an air-pumping attachment is provided for each

pump to maintain the air required for the cushion in

the tanks. The boilers which supply these pumps are

three in number, of the type known as the “Scotch"

boiler. They are, in fact, like the boilers used on the

ocean steamships, except as to size. They are each 9

feet in diameter and 12 feet long, made of #4 inch

steel, with 36 inch corrugated steel furnaces. Of the

three boilers mentioned, one is a reserve.

The pressure maintained in the upper tank is 100

pounds per square inch; this, added to the pressure

due to the height of the column of water, Inakes a

total of about 186 pounds of pressure per square inch

exerted on the hydraulic pistons.

Each elevator has a capacity of 20,000 pounds raised

200 feet per minute; each car will carry 135 passen

gers, or a total of 400 passengers for each trip of the

three cars. The average is 100 passengers per minute,

-
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SAFETY DEVICE OF THE ELEVATOR,

or of 60,000 per day of ten hours, almost 150,000 in

twenty-four hours.

These elevators are the largest in the world. The Mer

sey Tunnel passenger elevators are next in size. They

have a lift of 70 to 80 feet, and carry about half the

number of passengers.

A HORSE SHOE TO BE CLAMPED ON THE HOOF.

A simple form of shoe, which can be quickly clamped

upon the hoof of a horse and as quickly removed,

without the use of nails, is shown in the accompany

ing illustration. It has been patented by Mr. Joseph

Broonett, No. 369 Nineteenth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The shoe is composed of two similar parts each shaped

substantially like one-half of a common shoe, the parts

being hinged together at the front. Secured to the

upper edges of the parts are thin metallic shields,

their shape approximating that of a horse's hoof, and

formed at their front edges into interlocking knuckles

through which a pintle is thrust to form the hinge,the

shoe being thus made in two hinged parts which may

be easily opened when it is to be placed on the horse's

hoof. Extending around the upper edges of the

shields are bands, doubled inward at the rear to pro

BR00NETT'S HORSE SHOE,

ject behind the heel of a horse, and terminating in

flanges adapted to receive a clamping bolt. One of the

flanges is screw-threaded, and in attaching the shoe

the bolt is passed through one flange and screwed into

the opposite flange, the shoe being firmly clamped

upon the hoof by tightening the bolt. The hoof

should be pared in the ordinary way to bring it to

the desired shape before clamping on the shoe, which

cannot become accidentally detached.

Military Shields.

A committee of the French war office have reported

in favor of a buckler of aluminum and copper. They

think that a shield could be made out of this combina

tion light enough to be carried without serious diffi

culty, and strong enough to stop even the modern rifle

bullet, except at very close quarters. From a shield

to a coat of mail would be but a short step, but it is

not likely to be taken just yet. However light the

new shield or armor might be, it would either increase

the soldier's burden or necessitate the omission of some

other part of his equipment, already reduced to the

narrowest limits compatible with sustenance and a

proper supply of ammunition. Extra weight would

result in slower Inarching, an alternative not to be

thought of in these days of rapid evolutions.

Preserving Autumn Leaves.

A few absolutely perfect leaves are better than the

scores of common ones that we are tempted to collect.

The leaves of the hard maple are always gorgeous in

hue and delicate in outline. Those that wear the

deepest tints of crimson or yellow are best for our pur

pose. Oak leaves are shiny and firm, and easily pre

served. Nature has always been prodigal to the beech

tree, scattering on her boughs the richest, brightest .

colors. The sumac glows with vivid crimson, and a

clear amber shines through the dainty larch and

chestnut leaves. Then there are the dull chocolate

and mottled red of the blackberry vines, while the

poplar and aspen shine out with a silvery white, all

speckled over with touches of green. Gather these

wild wood beauties, says Good Housekeeping, with as

much care as would be bestowed upon a bouquet of

garden blossoms, and hasten home with them before

they begin to dry and curl. Upon reaching home let

the first care be to have two hot irons ready. Cover

the kitchen table with three or four layers of news

papers, over which fasten smoothly a soft cotton cloth.

Have at hand a lump of beeswax, tied in a small bag,

and a similar package of resin. Now smooth out a leaf

with the hand, rub the beeswax lightly over the iron,

letting the hot, smooth surface glide quickly over the

leaf, first on the upper and then on the lower side,

pressing a little more firmly a third and fourth time,

until the leaf is thoroughly dry. The glowing colors

will be firmly fixed, and will never fade, unless exposed

to the sunshine. Having treated all the leaves in a

similar manner, they are ready for the resin, or “the

finishing process.” With a moderately hot iron, which

must be lightly and rapidly rubbed over the bag of

resin, go over every leaf, first on the upper and then on

the lower side. This gives them a brilliant, hard,

glossy finish that makes them almost indestructible.

Many persons complain that the glossy appearance is

unnatural. While this is true, to some extent, yet the

protection given by the coat of resin could be obtained

in no other way. To preserve small branches, and

boughs with leaves, one must proceed in the same

manner, pressing the limbs and twigs with the iron

until dry, being careful to avoid the point where the

leaf is attached, as too much heat just there will cause

it to drop off instantly. To achieve perfect success, be

sure to take the leaves when freshly gathered. When

the work has been finished, spread a number of news

papers upon the floor of some unused room, and there

place the treasures. Give them plenty of space, so

that they will not touch, or stick to each other. Cover

them entirely with more papers, and let them remain

in this cool, dark seclusion until ready to decorate the

rooms, or otherwise use them as things of beauty and

joy. Reserve a few of the brightest and more perfect

specimens for the holiday times, when they will come

out of their darkness so beautiful that they who see

them will have no longing for summer flowers, but will

revel in the unfading glories of the autumn leaves.—

Popular Gan dening.

Pathological Anatomy of Insanity.

Luys (Jour. de Med. de Paris, March 1) calls atten

tion to an alteration that he has found in the brains

of patients who had for many years been in an excited

condition, viz., the hypertrophy of certain special

regions of the paracentral lobules. The paracentral

lobe is, as is well known, the point of confluence of the

psycho-motor convolution of the cortex and one of the

special regions where the psycho-motor innervations

are specially accumulated. This hypertrophy there

fore indicates a focus of continued excitation, absorb

ing to itself the vitality of the other cerebral regions,

which are found more or less notably atrophied. In

the extreme cases of excitement, with dementia, in

which this condition was observed, he claims the sub

jects are completely absorbed in the hallucination or

delusion connected with this hypertrophied region of

the brain. The hypertrophy is usually symmetrical

in the two hemispheres, but he presented the brain of

a patient in whom there was a visceral hallucination

that she was inhabited by a tape worm, which com

pletely possessed her, that it became almost her sole

idea. She dwelt constantly upon the coming and going

of this parasite in her internal organs. Aside from

this idea, when she could be induced to speak of other

matters, she was perfectly lucid in her mind. The

brain of this patient exhibited very marked hypertro

phy of the paracentral lobe in one hemisphere, that of

the ‘other remaining perfectly normal. M. Luys ex

plains by this anatomical arrangement the patient's

clearness of mind coexisting with the delusion—she

was insane with one hemisphere of her brain and

rational with the other.—Am. Jour. of Insanity.
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The Ascent and Discoveries on Mount St. Elias.

Last year it will be remembered that Prof. Isaac C.

Russell, under the auspices of the National Geographical

Society, with a corps of assistants, attempted to reach

the summit of Mount St. Elias, Alaska. The exploring

party, after many hardships and perilous adventures,
were obliged to abandon their efforts to reach the

summit of the mountain, because of the approach of

winter. Last spring Prof. Russell, taking with him

J. H. Crumback, Thomas P. Stamy, Thomas White,

Neil McCarty, and Will C. Moore-men who had done

considerable exploring in Olympia-and Frank G.

Warner, of Hartford, Conn., started again with the ex

pectation of scaling the St. Elias mountain and reach

ing its summit. The first four had accompanied the

previous expedition.

Some apprehension has been felt latterly about the

safety of the exploring party, it not having been heard

from "for several months, but tidings of their safety

and arrival at Seattle are hailed with great rejoicing by

the friends of the explorers. A telegram from Seattle

to our daily papers gives a synopsis of Prof. Russell's

experiences and discoveries in his effort to reach the

summit of St. Elias. We are indebted to the New

York Sun for the following account :

When the party reached Icy Bay and attempted to

land, they met their first mishap. It was on June 16,

and the waves were so high that one boat was

swamped, and Moore, with Lieut. Robinson and four

members of the Bear's crew, were drowned. With the

exception of this mishap, all has gone well, and every

one has been in good health. Some of the provisions

and instruments went down with the ill-fated boat,

but most of them were washed ashore later. The surf

was so high that it took three days to make a landing.

Having reached the shore, the party started for the

northern side of Mount St. Elias. One day's marching

brought them to the snow line. For two months fol

lowing they spent their time in the snow and ice, and

for at least thirty nights they slept in the snow.

The rest of the time they found beds on the rocks of

glacial moraines. Their clothing was woolen, and they

were often drenched to the skin and slept without

change of garments. Yet, in spite of all that, they

never caught cold. Their food was carried in fifty

pound cases. An oil stove was used above the line of

vegetation.

The first six weeks were spent in crossing the gla

ciers on the mountain's northern side, which offers

the only possible route for ascent. Their highest

camp was pitched 8,000 feet above the sea level, and

they waited twelve days, hoping for an opportunity to

reach the summit. They made several attempts, but

each time were driven back by the snow. On one oc

casion they reached a point 14,500 feet above sea level,

but, after twenty hours of incessant climbing, they

had to take refuge again in camp utterly exhausted.

At one time a storm came down when Prof. Russell

was alone on the highest point, and for four days he

was cut off from the rest of the party.

From their high elevation a grand view to the north

was obtained over a country upon which human eye

has never rested. They could take in a sweep of 300

miles from Mount Fairweather, 150 miles southeast to

a point 150 miles northeast. The country in sight was

about forty or fifty miles wide.

“It is a scene of utter desolation,” said Prof. Russell;

“a stretch of snow fields, glaciers, and ice, broken

only by ice-capped peaks. The general altitude of the

snow fields is some 800 feet above the sea level, and

the Inountains, which are innumerable, break through

to an altitude of 10,000, 12,000, or even 14,000 feet. One

of them, a singular table-topped peak fifty miles to

the north, was named Bear Mountain, in honor of the

government cutter which took us to Icy Bay.” .

Prof. Russell named several other peaks, but has not

yet been able definitely to locate them on map. He

made surveys to ascertain the height of Mount St.

Elias from a three-mile base line at Icy Bay. He took

angles to all the peaks in sight, and he placed the

height of St. Elias at between 18,000 and 19,000 feet.

He has not yet reduced his calculations so as to give

the exact figures.

Considerable time was given to the study of the gla

ciers, one of the inain objects of the trip. Many ob

servations were taken of the great Mataspina glacier,

which covers thousands of square miles southeast of

St. Elias, between Icy Bay and Yakutat Bay. The St.

Elias glaciers are much larger than any in Switzerland.

Indeed, this one alone is larger than all the Alpine

glaciers put together. The latter flow down through

gorges till they reach the snow line, where they melt.

Some of the St. Elias glaciers separate into smaller

ones, but the great Mataspina glacier is made up by

the confluence of four big glaciers and many smaller

ones. They flow into it as water into a lake. These

glacial streams unite into a vast plain of ice, hard,

firm, and clear as ever found in glacier. The Mata

spina glacier partly melts on the plain and partly

breaking through to the coast and falls into the ocean.

The thickness of the ice is estimated at from 1,500 to

2,000 feet.

A belt along the coast of from five to eight miles in

width is covered with the moraine of broken and de

composed rocks, and the soil is ground out by glacial

action. The outer three or four miles along the coast

is overgrown with dense vegetation in which are found

trees three feet in diameter. Though the soil is not

more than two or three feet thick, there is plenty of

moisture to furnish plant life of all kinds.

The party went inland thirty or forty miles, and

returned by the same route. When they reached Icy

Bay again they marched east 150 miles along the shore

to Disenchantment Bay. This they explored and

found to run thirty miles further than it is laid down

on the maps. After stretching inland it turns, and the

head is very near the ocean.

The government steamer Pinta took them to Sitka,

where they took the City of Topeka for this city.

Prof. Russell says the region is full of interest for scien

tific men, and work will undoubtedly be continued

there. He does not know whether he will go again.

He will remain in this city for a week or two, and then

start for Washington.

Action of Metals, Salts, Acids, and Oxidizing

Agents on India-Rubber.

The method adopted was to take a fine sheet of

India-rubber spread on paper and vulcanized by the

cold process with a mixture of chloride of sulphur and

carbon bisulphide, and to examine the action on this

of the various substances; on breaking the paper the

fine sheet of caoutchouc was left free, so that its

stretching properties could be examined.

Action of Metals.—The various metals whose action

was studied were used in the form of filings sprinkled

on the rubber. The whole was then kept at a tem

perature of 60° C. for ten days. Copper was found to

have by far the most injurious action. Platinum, palla

dium,aluminum, and lead have a very slight action, but

magnesium, zinc, cadmium, cobalt, nickel, iron, chro

mium, tin, arsenic, antimony, bisimuth, silver, and gold

have none.

Action of Metallic Salts and Oavides.—Saturated

solutions were made in water and painted on small

pieces of the rubber, or in the case of insoluble sub

stances pastes were made with water and painted on,

the whole being then allowed to dry. The heating

was subsequently carried out as before. The follow

ing coin pounds of copper entirely destroyed the rub

ber: Sulphate, chloride, nitrate, ferro-cyanide, oxide,

sulphide, also arsenic iodide, silver nitrate, strontium

chlorate, vanadium chloride, Inanganese oxides, bis

muth chloride. The following had an injurious effect :

Ferrous nitrate, sodium nitrate, uranium nitrate, am

monium vanadate. The following had very little

action : Lead chronate, ferrous sulphate, zinc acetate,

zinc chloride, tin perchloride; while the behavior of

about sixty salts having no action whatever was ex

amined.

Exceedingly small quantities of copper salts are in

jurious to rubber, and it was found that wherever the

cloth used in making proofed-cloths contained even

traces of copper, the rubber became gradually hard

ened and destroyed. With reference to the use of the

various blacks the authors point out that manganese

oxides should not be present, but they assert that log

wood chrome blacks may be used with impunity.

Action of Acids.—Very dilute solutions of hydro

chloric, sulphuric, chrolnic, citric, or tartaric acid are

stated not to be prejudicial, but nitric acid rapidly at

tacks rubber. A solution of sulphuric acid contain

ing about 10 per cent of H2SO, destroys the properties

of the rubber. -

Action of Hydrogen Peroa'ide.—Since ozone rapidly

attacks India-rubber, and in view of the fact that

chromic acid has only slight action, samples of rubber

were placed in both acid and alkaline solutions of hy

drogen peroxide for a month. Such treat unent has no

appreciable injurious action.-W. Thomson and F.

Lewis, Proc. Manchester Lit. and Phil. Soc.

-
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Experiments at Frankfort-on-Main.

The experiments here recorded have been carried

out during the past three years, at the Frankfort

works, under the supervision of a commission consist

ing of Dr. Spiess, Mr. Lindley, Dr. Libbertz, and B.

Lepsius. Certain of the results obtained have been

already published, and an account of the work is there

given. In all eight series of experiments have been

conducted, with five different systems of clarification.

The various processes investigated were as follows:

(a.) Precipitation of sulphate of alumina and lime.

Series I. to III.

(b) Precipitation with lime alone. Series IV.

(c.) Simple deposition, without chemicals. Series V.

(d) Precipitation with sulphate of iron and lime.

Series VI. and VII.

Sewage

(e.) Precipitation with phosphoric acid and lime.

Series VIII.

The volume of sewage dealt with was about 30,000

cubic meters (6,600,000 gallons) per diem, and upward

of 1,000 complete and comprehensive analyses were

carried out.

In its mean composition the Frankfort sewage,

though considerable fluctuations were observed, does

not differ materially from that of other towns, London

Paris, Dantzig, Berlin, and Breslau, with which it is

contrasted in a special table. By means of a set of

graphic diagrams are shown the results of the various

purification processes, as evidenced by the character

of the effluent as compared with the raw sewage, and

the author sums up the general effect of the different

"nodes of treatment. In all cases the suspended mat

*Were far more efficiently dealt with than those in
solution, and the *Ppearance of the sewage water, as

tested by the eye alone, was greatly improved.

In dealing with the amount of organic matter pre

sent, special consideration is given to the phosphoric

acid treatment, and a graphic diagram is appended to

show the proportion of the phosphates removed at

each different stage of the process, and carried off in

the effluent. From this it appears that though all the

added phosphoric acid is expended in enriching the

sludge, the amount of phosphoric acid present in the

deposit from untreated sewage is nearly twice as great

as is that in the sludge from the phosphate process.

The figures.in milligrammes per liter are as follows:

Phosphoric Acid Originally Present.

1. In raw sewage............. ....... ....................67-4

2. Added to secure precipitate............................17-6

Total............................ . . . . . .85'0

Phosphoric Acid After Treatment.

1. In deposit in sand chamber............................29°4

2. In sludge ....................... ............... ...... 17-4

3. In effluent.............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .38-2

Total.................... --------------85*0

Hence, instead of securing a sludge valuable for agri

culture, more than twice the quantity of the phos

phoric acid employed for the precipitation is carried

away in the effluent, viz., 38.2 milligrammes per liter,

of which about half is in suspension and half in solu

tion. The author points out that from this point of

view it would be better not to treat the sewage with

phosphate of lime at all, but to clarify it by simplo

deposition, and then to add the phosphate to the

sludge.

In conclusion, it is stated that the experiments have

demonstrated that the effect of chemical precipitation

is not so greatly superior to the purification obtained

by simple deposition in tanks as to warrant the adop

tion of any of the above processes in preference to

simple mechanical treatment. This, of course, does

not hold good for sewage treatment generally, but it

applies only to the conditions prevalent in the present

works. It is proved, however, that in every case

where tanks approaching the dimensions of those at

Frankfort are available, more especially where the

length of the tanks is equally great, it is possible to

obtain, by purely mechanical means, results compar

ing favorably with the clarification attained elsewhere

in tanks of smaller size only by means of chemical

treatment, and therefore at a greater cost.

----------

The Glacial Period. -

Before the Technical Society of the Pacific Coast,

San Francisco, Marsden Manson, engineer of the har

bor commission, lately advanced a theory to account

for the formation of the glacial period.

As a basis for his theory, he laid down this general

law, as he called it : A terrestrial sphere, in passing

from under the influence of interplanetary heat to the

influence of solar heat, Imust experience a glacial

period, because of the remarkable properties under

different degrees of heat and cold possessed by water.

The earth was once a ball of fire. As it began to

cool, a crust formed, and the air around the earth

began to be cooled. This caused the aqueous vapor in

the air to forin water. But the internal heat of the

planet was still intense, and an immense radiation of

heat and a corresponding condensation of vapor aris

ing from the seas went on constantly. Solar heat had

not yet penetrated the cold atmosphere between the

sun and the earth. As the heat of the earth decreased,

the condensation of vapor surrounding the earth as

fog and cloud increased, until layer after layer of con

densed vapor surrounded the planet. Successive ice

shells were formed, and as the earth grew colder these

ice shells came nearer the earth, and finally shrunk

down to it. Then the glacial period was on the earth.

But the heat of the planet now ceasing to affect its

crust, there was no more vaporizing going on. All

was ice and snow; the mists and vapors were cleared

away. Then the sun had a good chance, and it was

not long before his rays pierced through the ether to

the ice-bound earth. The ice began to inelt, and the

glacial period began to decline. When it was over, the

earth's crust had passed under the influence of solar

heat, and the seasons began. -

THE plumber who deliberately puts imperfect work

in the hidden parts of a house, and thus exposes a

family to disease and death, is as much a criminal as

any burglar or murderer. He knows that the diffusion

of poisonous gases destroys health and imperils life,

and when he deliberately leaves hidden vents in

plumbing for sewer gas to carry its deadly fumes into

homes, he is a criminal and should be treated and

punished as a criminal.-Sanitary News.

-

*
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Iron Ore.

Census Bulletin 113, in relation to iron ore, prepared

by Mr. John Birkinbine, special agent, under the

supervision of Dr. David T. Day, special agent in

charge of the Division of Mines and Mining of the

Census Office, shows the quantity of iron ore produced

in the United States during the year 1889 to be

14,518,041 long tons, valued at $33,351,978, an average

of $2.30 per ton. The total product reported in 1880

was 7,120,362 long tons, valued at $23,156,957. Of the

twenty-six States and two Territories producing iron

ore in 1859 the four leading ones are as follows: Michi

gan, 5,856,169 tons; Alabama, 1,570,319 tons; Pennsyl

vania, 1,560,234 tons; and New York, 1,247,537 tons,

aggregating 10,234,259 tons, or 70:49 per cent of the

total product. The number of employes engaged in

mining iron ore was 87,707, who were paid in wages

$13,880,108. The capital invested was $109,766,199, dis

tributed as follows: Land, $78,474,881; buildings,

fixtures, etc., $7,673,520; tools, implements, etc.,

$8,045,545; cash and stock on hand, $15,572,253. The

report shows a remarkable increase in production and

activity. The average wages paid to labore .3 in 1889

was $1.29 per day; to boys, 62 cents.

In the total cost of producing iron ore Alabama is

the only State which averages less than $1 per ton,

viz., 82 cents. Next in order of low cost come Texas,

$1.05; Tennessee, $1.08; Pennsylvania, $1.10; Georgia

and North Carolina, $1.14. In Colorado, for reasons

before given, the cost of producing one long ton of ore,

$3.49, is greater than in any other State.

Probably in no country has the transportation of

iron ore assumed such proportions as in the United

States.

To get facilities for cheaply handling Lake Superior

ores the railroads which penetrate the various districts

have constructed expensive terminal facilities, general

ly consisting of one or more docks, with the railroad

tracks elevated from thirty-five to

forty-seven and one-half feet above

the water level, the sides of the

docks being fitted with pockets,

into which the ore from the cars is

dumped by means of drop bot

toms. From these pockets the ore

is loaded into vessels by iron chutes,

which are let down into the vessel's

hold. In this manner the ore is

never handled from the time it

leaves the mine until it is shoveled

into buckets when the vessel is be

ing discharged at lower lake ports,

and no manual labor is necessary

other than poking the ore with

poles from the cars into the bin

and from the bin into the chutes,

and in some cases but little of this

is required.

The total investment for docks

especially built and equipped for handling and ship

ping iron ore approximated $4,000,000 in the year 1889.

The largest of the receiving ore docks is at Fairport,

Ohio, which has a frontage one mile in length, with

room for stocking ore extending back 180 to 350 feet in

width. The two docks at Cleveland are one-half mile

in length, with a storage capacity of 350 feet wide.

The capacity of the three docks named will reach from

1,000,000 to 1,500,000 long tons each, as the ore is stored

froin 25 to 50 feet in height.

The ore from the Lake Superior region, when loaded

into cars, occupies from 10 to 16 cubic feet for one long

ton.

The machinery equipment of the various docks

differs greatly, but five general types may be men

tioned : (1) swing-boom derricks, operated either with

engines placed on them or driven by wire rope from

engines at a distance, the Inast being either stationary

or carried on trolleys; the iron buckets being lowered

into the holds of vessels, where the navvies shovel the

ore into them, the steam inachinery raising the buckets

and swinging the boom to the point where the ore is

to be deposited; (2) a similar arrangement of swing

boom derricks, which discharge into hoppers and from

these into train cars, which carry the ore from the ore

dock to stock piles located at a considerable distance

froin the water; (3) an A frame which lifts with the

buckets and discharges thern into train cars, that run

to the stock pile or dump into pockets and thence into

cars; (4) aprons which project over the holds of ves

sels; the buckets traveling up the incline of this ap

paratus are dumped into tram cars, which run by

gravity, discharge, and return automatically ; (5)

boons or aprons upon which the buckets are carried,

and continue their journey either over cables or on

trussed bridges, the buckets dumping automatically at

the point desired and returning to the hold without

detaching from the machinery.

These dock equipments have been put up at great

expense, some of the docks costing, equipped, over

$800,000, and by them it has been possible to handle

quantities of ore which could not be moved in any

other way, while the cost of such handling has been

reduced to a minimum. The expense of shoveling the

ore into buckets in the holds of vessels varies from 10

to 15 cents per long ton, while with the improved ap

paratus at some of the docks this ore is lifted from the

vessel, carried back 350 feet, and dumped at a total

cost, including the labor, wear and tear, interest, and

fuel account, of from three-fourths to one and one-half

cents per ton. With twenty-one men in the hold of a

vessel carrying 2,000 long tons of iron ore, the entire

cargo has been stocked in seventeen hours. Other

instances are mentioned where with twenty-eight men

2,200 long tons were similarly handled in fifteen hours,

and 2,100 long tons were handled by eighteen men in

seventeen hours. In using these improved apparatus

in loading from stock piles to railroad cars it is not un

common to have a gang of men shoveling into buckets

and load the ore on cars at the rate of eight or nine

tons per Inan per hour.

-

-

AN IMPROVED SCREW SAFETY CAR BRAKE.

The accompanying illustration represents this im

provement as applied to a four-wheel electric motor

car, giving all the space between the wheels for motors.

It is a patented invention of Messrs. A. B. Pool and J.

J. Beals, of Boston, Mass., and affords a new departure

from the old system of dead leverage, substituting

therefor a live spring pressure. A right and left screw

with traveling nuts thereon is hung to the car as shown,

to which is attached two half elliptic springs at either

end of the nuts, the springs having friction rolls at

their ends and being pivoted to the nuts so as to con

for:m to any position of the brake beams. Opposite

the springs are placed sub-beams, to which draught

rods are attached connecting with the brake beams.

Sprocket wheels are placed at the center of the screws

and are connected with corresponding wheels hung to

the car by chain belts, the wheels having a shaft con

nection geared to the operating rod, by the working

of which the springs are spread and a perfect

SCREW SAFETY CAR BRAKE.POOL & BEALS’

equality of pressure is obtained upon all the wheels.

Either end is worked independent of the other, or both

together if need be, the proper application of the brake

not only doing away with flat wheels, but overcoming

the momentum of the car in the shortest possible time.

This device is designed to be simple, durable and inex

pensive, and when once adjusted will relnain in

position until the shoes are worn out, requiring no

pawl or ratchet to hold it. It can be set at a certain

pressure on a down grade, and will so remain without

any attention of the motor man, and the power can be

applied to or taken off the car by the same handle and

at the same time that the brake is operated, but little

power being required to do the work. The inventors

have perfected this system for application not only to

any kind of street car, but, by a simple method of air

pressure, to steam trains as well. It is expected that

the system will soon be given a practical demonstra.

tion on the West End Railway, Boston.

For further information relative to this improvement

address the inventors, No. 16 Hanover Street, Boston,

Mass.

-

~ ~

The Uses of Peat.

The Handels Museum publishes an extract from an

article by Dr. Leo Pribyl, who maintains that peat is

a valuable raw material, the uses of which, except as

fuel and litter, are as yet very limited. The fiber is un

surpassed as a packing material for use in the case of

breakable merchandise, being inuch superior to straw,

hay, etc., owing to its greater elasticity and dryness.

In the case of consignments consisting of liquids, it

possesses the advantage of being peculiarly adapted

for absorbing any of the contents which may have es

caped through breakage, and thus preventing damage

which might result to other consignments through

damp. In the shape of dust and litter it is especially

adapted for preserving perishable articles. Meat when

packed in it will keep fresh for weeks, and will eventu

ally dry up, the Inoisture being absorbed by the peat.

In this way fresh sea fish has been sent from Trieste to

Copenhagen, and has reached its destination in perfect

condition. Peat is also successfully used for preserving

fresh fruit; even grapes Inay be made to retain their

fresh appearance for months, and, owing to the high

prices of this fruit in spring and summer, would amply

repay the trifling expense incurred by the use of peat

dust. Experiments have shown equally satisfactory

results in the case of pears, apples, plums, etc., as also

in the case of cabbage, turnips, and potatoes, peat

packing having the advantage, not observable with

other packing materials, of preventing the sprouting

of potatoes in spring. The question as to the best

Inethod of preserving eggs for the winter Inonths is an

important one, and still remains without any satisfac.

tory answer. Possibly the preservative qualities of

peat might here again be illustrated, and a satisfactory

solution of this important question be arrived at.

It has been found a drawback in the use of artificial

saline manure that in wet weather it forms itself into

hard lumps, which cannot be scattered by the manure

spreading machines, a difficulty which may be obviat

ed by the use of a small quantity (2.5 percent has been

found to be sufficient in the case of kainite) of peat

dust with the manuring salt.

As a substitute for ashes and straw in filling up the

partition walls of cellars and ice houses, broken peat is

Inost suitable, as the effect of Inoisture on the ashes or

straw is such as to render their immediate removal a

necessary condition for the continued use of such

places. Ice has been preserved for eight days in a ce

ment barrel when covered with dry peat litter. Two

pieces of ice were exposed to the sun's rays in Braun

schweig; one of them was covered with wood shavings

and the other with a layer of equal depth of peat litter.

The former had thawed in 72 hours, when it was found

that the latter was still almost entire. From this it is

seen that peat is a bad conductor of heat, and is con

sequently well adapted for isolating purposes.

Peat dust has been recommended as an excellent in

gredient for use in the manufacture of light, porous

bricks, being mixed with the clay previously to baking.

Bricks of this kind are unuch sought

after in certain branches of archi

tecture. But still further indus

trial uses are found for peat. The

peat bogs of Northern Germany

and of Sweden are being worked

by joint stock companies, with a

view to obtaining the elastic fiber,

which, when free from dust, is used

for weaving into carpets and other

textile fabrics. Considerable capital

is invested in these undertakings in

Oldenburg and Sweden. The paper

industry, too, in the Imanufacture

of peat cellulose, has shown a decid

ed preference for this tender and

pliant fiber, so that it may be

justly said that at the present

time the supply of good peat is

inadequate to meet the demand,

considering the varied uses of this

unpretentious raw Inaterial.

The chemical industry is using peat in the manufac

ture of charcoal, peat coke, peat gas, etc., thus con

verting a cheap raw material into a valuable industrial

product. Boghead naphtha, tar, solar oil, paraffine,

acetic acid, and gas have been produced from peat, and

it has even been used in tanning. It has been for years

used in Germany for absorbing waste liquids and refuse

in factories, and in this way has furnished large

quantities of valuable manure in certain districts.

An enumeration of the Inanifold uses of peat will

prove that this raw material, which has hitherto been

considered of little importance, and which nature has

provided in such abundance, even if it be in many dis

tricts partially distributed, is destined not only to bene

fit agriculture by its valuable properties and chemical

composition, but to lay the foundation of a flourishing

and widespread industry. A new era has been entered

upon in the sanitation of towns by using peat, and it

is to be hoped that advantage will be taken of the un

doubted benefit arising from its use, both as regards

the health of urban populations and the promotion of

agricultural interests by the supply of large quantities

of manure. In this way extensive and unproductive

tracts of bog land would be converted into valuable

properties, and a flourishing industry would provide

work and wages for thousands of hands.-Jour. Soc.

Chem. Industry.

A PATENTED process for obtaining cellulose and ox

alic acid from the vegetable fibers contained in wood,

which is the invention of M. Liefchutz, consists in re

acting on wood with dilute nitric acid, in the presence

of sulphuric aeid, separating the interimediate product

from the acid liquor, which contains in solution the

oxalic acid formed, and subjecting the intermediate

product to a further treatinent to remove the remain

ing incrusting matters from the cellulose. As to the

acid liquor, it is set aside and subsequently treated in

a process for recovering the oxalic acid. The oxalic

acid dissolved in the weak nitric acid can be obtained

direct in the crystalline form, by repeatedly using the

separated acid liquors for the treatment of fresh wood.

-Bull. Fab. Papier.
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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS.

Railway Appliances.

CAR COUPLING.—Henry C. Bugg and

Edward B. Loomis, Memphis, Tenn. Combined with

the drawhead and coupling pin of the ordinary type is

a crank rod mounted across the end of the car, and

having a forwardly projecting bent arm, the outer end

of which is connected to the pin, while a spring catch

on the car engages the crank arm when it is raised.

This forms a simple lifter for the pin, to be operated

from either side of the car, while another transverse

crank rod has a forwardly extending arm terminating

in a lifting plate beneath the drawhead, the plate being

adapted to readily engage a link to guide it into the

drawhead, the whole forming a simple device to facili

tate the coupling of cars without endangering the safety

of the trainmen.

CAR COUPLING. – Hamlin G. Russell,

Lincoln, Ill. (deceased, David Gillespie, Lewis J. Sims,

and Lydia A. Russell, executors). The drawhead of

this device is pivoted in a housing, to which are secured

springs engaging the drawhead, which has a hook-like

extension or nose on one side, while a coupling hook is

pivoted in the opposite side, a spring secured to the

hook engaging the drawhead. The device is designed

to be of simple and durable construction, capable of an

automatic coupling action, and of being quickly and

readily uncoupled from the top or sides of the car,

while the connection made is a yielding adjustable one,

the "prings performing the double functions of draw

and buffer springs.

CAR COUPLING.—William H. Violett,

Grand Junction, Col. The drawhead of this coupling

may be of the ordinary form, the device permitting

automatic coupling and the uncoupling of the cars

without the brakeman going between them, while there

is also an auxiliary pin support which does not operate

except when the pin is raised without withdrawing the

link. This provision is made for cases where it is

desirable to so adjust the coupling pins of a train that,

when the cars are bumped or pushed together, they

will become uncoupled when the engine pulls out.

VENTILATING CARS.-Albert Minnick,

Colton, Cal. This invention is more particularly

designed to provide means for ventilating cars used for

transporting fruits, vegetables, meats, fish, etc., the

improvement consisting in the peculiar construction

and arrangement of sliding doors moving over open

ings in the end of the car. Both inner and outer doors

are provided for the openings, to prevent the contents

of the car from freezing when the weather is cold, and

the arrangement is such as to prevent all choking of

the parts by cinders and gripping and binding from

wet weather, while both the inner and outer doors can

be quickly and easily adjusted as desired.

CAR TRUCK. - Ferdinand E. Canda;

New York City. Instead of the body of the car being

carried from the center of the truck bolsters, as here

tofore, this invention provides for having the car body

suspended by an improved form of stirrups carried by

the car truck and struts attached to the car bolster.

The truck is swiveled on a king bolt, but no part of

the weight of the car or its load is carried in the center

of the truck, the entire load being carried on the four

side bearings or stirrups of each truck. The construc

tion is such that the trucks adjust themselves readily to

the curves of the road and the irregularities of the track,

at the same time acting as equalizers to the body and

avoiding shocks common to the ordinary trucks.

SPIKE.—Charles D. Walcott, Russia,

Herkimer County, N. Y. This is a special form of

spike designed to hold a rail firmly in place to give

greater resistance to lateral pressure and vertical

vibratory motion, while being easily made. The body

of the spike is round in cross section, but on one side

are two projecting ribs, opposite which is a third rib,

preventing the spike from turning as it is driven. The

head has a lip of the ordinary form of the standard rail

road spike, and the point is beveled off or curved on the

same side as the lip of the head.

Mechanical Appliances.

JACK FOR REPAIRING MACHINES.–

George W. Crouse, Lexington, N. C. This jack con

sists of two screw rods arranged in line with each other

and mounted to turn in heads held adjustably on a

table or bench, one of the screw rods having a fixed

clamp adapted to engage one end of the bed plate or

other portion of the machine being operated on, while

the other end of the part being repaired is held by a

clamp turning loosely on the second screw rod. This

jack is very simple in construction and is more es

pecially designed for conveniently examining, taking

apart, cleaning and repairing sewing machines and

similar machinery.

PEGGING JACK. – George Dorwart,

Philadelphia, Pa. This invention covers a novel con

struction and combination of parts to facilitate the

fastening of the boots or shoes on the jack, and bring

ing the work into the most convenient position for the

operator, while it also has an extensible toe piece to

enable the shoes to be clumped firmly in position with

out injuring them, the toe piece adjusting itself to the

various movements of the shoe while the work is going

on in such manner as to prevent the uppers from

being scraped or otherwise injured.

ScREw PRESS. – Theodore J. Ashby

and Archibald D. Melton, Sebree, Ky. This invention

relates to that class of presses in which the plunger

is carried upon a screw shaft, providing therefor a

novel combination and arrangement of parts, consti

tuting a simple, cheap, and efficient mechanism for

reciprocating the plunger.

SAw SET. — Jacob P. Beck, Lock

Haven, Pa. This is a simple device which may be used

to set any kind of saw, and can be operated with great

rapidity. It has parallel jaws with projecting teeth,

curved arms being fixed to each jaw and pivoted to

gether, while lateral levers are pivoted to the opposite

ends of the arms, the levers having their inner ends

pivoted together and their outer ends provided with

handles. Pawls extending parallel with the sides of

the jaws correct the alignment of the teeth of the set

and of the saw and prevent endwise slip of the set.

THROAT PIECE FOR SAWS.-Thomas

B. Deniston, Peru, Ind. This is an improvement for

use on sawing tables or stands used in connection with

scroll and band or jigger saws for cutting out orna

mental or bracket work, sawing out the centers of sew

ing machine tables, etc. It is a yielding throat piece

standing not lower than or a little above the top of the

saw table, and capable of remaining as close to the

working saw as if the latter were still; when depressed

to a level with the top of the saw table by the weight of

the piece being sawed, it will have an automatic back

ward and forward movement due to the rake or pitch

of the saw.

Agricultural.

SULKY CULTIVATOR.—John F. Taylor,

West Park, N. Y. This cultivator is more especially

designed for the cultivation of grapevines, being

adapted to effectually break the ground close to and

between the vines and the posts. It has laterally

swinging auxiliary cultivator frames pivoted at their

forward ends to the outer sides of the main frame,

which has pivoted swinging levers connected by links

with the swinging frames, whereby the teeth or plows

may be quickly and conveniently adjusted to or from

the main frame and will be firmly held in both the

outer and the inner positions.

Miscellaneous.

CARTRIDGE LOADER. – Will is E.

Phillips, Saguache, Col. This is a simple and rapidly

operated machine, comprising a box having compart

ments below which is an apertured slide, in combina

tion with an operating lever adapted to engage opposite

ends of the slide, a spring-pressed follower, a plunger,

and other novel features. The machine is designed to

deliver a required charge of powder and shot into a

shell, and also insert the wads between the powder and

shot and over the 'shot. The cartridge is completely

loaded by two strokes of the lever, there being one thin

wad and two thick wads placed on the powder and only

a thin wad upon the shot.

ORDNANCE BRAKE.-Johannes Krone,

Essen, Germany. This is an improved form of hy

draulic brake, of simple and durable construction,

designed to offer a uniform resistance on the ordnance

on recoil, while it permits of withdrawing the fluid, on

the firing of the ordnance, at the back end of the

cylinder. The recoil of the piece of ordnance is re

ceived by a part of the brake that is movable with the

top carriage, and works with a fixed cylinder a movable

piston and with a fixed piston a movable cylinder, the

invention consisting of a tube arranged in the brake

cylinder to change the area of the passage or escape

ment connecting one side of the piston with the other.

SHIP's PUMP. — Albert H. Lowell,

Woodford's, Me. This invention provides a pump

designed to be set in operation by the movement of a

ship, being automatic in its action, as the vessel pitches

fore and aft, while it can also be readily set to operate

when the vessel has a side roll only. The sucker rods

are connected to the outer extremity of horizontal arms

attached to a ball centrally seated in a cylindrical

socket, and depending centrally from the ball is a

pendulum rod carrying at its lower end a weight, the

pendulum being set in motion by the rocking of the

vessel, and thus operating the arms and sucker rods.

Spring buffer plates are arranged to prevent the too

violent motion of the pendulum.

PIPE JOINT.—Patrick Brown, Phila

delphia, Pa. This invention provides a joint for steam,

water, oil and other pipes, which will allow for the free

expansion or contraction of the pipes, and for their

axial rotation without strain upon the joint. The en

gaging end of one pipe has an enlarged screw-threaded

chamber and a concave seat, while the other pipe has

an outer flange to fit within the chamber, a washer back

of the flange fitting the concave seat, and a fibrous

packing back of the washer, and a nut inclosing the

washer and packing has a screw thread engaging the

screw thread on the chambered portion of the adjacent

pipe, an inner back flange being constructed to hug the

flanged pipe in rear of the packing.

LUMBER PILING MACHINE. – Howard

Daniels, Greenville, S. C. This is a machine for piling

lumber on cars preparatory to being dried in a kiln

or otherwise, and has a main frame adapted to receive

a car, and on which travels a vertically movable frame

with supports to receive the lumber, with a raking

device to rake the boards off the supports and place

them on the car, spacing strips being placed between

the different layers. The machine can be regulated to

suit the capacity of a mill, and is so constructed as to

quickly and evenly pile the lumber, depositing the

separating strips in a uniform manner, while only re

quiring the attendance of a single operator.

MECHANICAL ALARM.–Laban Lewis,

Canadensis, Pa. This is a device which automatically

fires cartridges at stated invervals during the day or

night, for scaring persons and animals away from

fields, gardens, houses, etc. It consists of a wheel

mounted to turn and provided with a series of barrels

arranged in a circle and adapted to receive cartridges,

while a hammer actuated by clock work fires the

cartridges successively at such periods as have been

previously determined upon, and for which the ap

paratus has been set.

STAND FOR TYPE CASES. – Robert

Mercer, St. John's, Newfoundland. This is a foldable

stand for printers' cases so made that the cases may be

readily adjusted to any desired angle or inclination,

and the stand itself raised or lowered to suit compo

sitors seated or standing, or workmen of different

heights. It has pivoted folding legs and a vertically ad

justable rail carried by one of the legs, while a frame

pivoted to the rear leg rests on the rail of the front leg,

the upper face of the frame having inclined planes.

The stand has no offsets likely to interfere with a com

positor while at work or while passing by the stand,

and the construction is designed to be very simple,

strong and durable.

NEWSPAPER HOLDER. - William C.

Roberts, Sausalito Cal. A device composed pre

ferably of wire, in combination with a suitable support,

is provided by this invention, the holder portion being

of such shape that it may be styled a hand. A hooked

arm or brace projects outward from the support,

whereby the angles of the fingers may be changed as

desired, the whole forming a simple and readily adjust

able device to hold a newspaper or book in position for

reading when a person may have both hands occupied

as when eating, knitting or doing many kinds of work.

REED ORGAN.—William E. Leighton,

West Pembroke. Me. Combined with a series of reed

chambers, each having an upper and lower row of reed

cells alternately arranged, is a vertical valve stem for

each series of cells, and horizontal keys or levers along

which the lower ends of the valve stems are adjustable.

By this improvement the reed cells are fully covered by

the reed valves to prevent leakage of wind. and the reed

chamb rs may be constructed to take up the least pos

sible space.

WATCH JEWEL HOLDER. – Frank R.

Cunningham, Ware, Mass. This is a simple tool for

grasping and holding the jewels of watches while being

cleaned, and consists of a bar of wood bored trans

versely and slotted at one end to form spring jaws, a

strap extending from one jaw to the other and being

connected with an eccentric lever for drawing the jaws

together.

RUBBER SHOE. – James A. Brittain,

Leadville, Col. This shoe is patented as an improved

article of manufacture, and has, around the upper edge

of the usual foot opening, a continuous or endless

metal spring embedded within the material. The

spring serves to stiffen and strengthen this part of the

shoe, insuring a close yet elastic fit, preventing the

tearing of the rubber down the sides of the shoe, and

doing away with the necessity of using the ordinary

steel shank.

COLLAR AND NECKTIE HOLDER. –

George F. Carruthers, Winnipeg, Canada. This is a

simple holder which can be readily attached to a shirt

at the back for retaining the collar and necktie in

proper position. It consists of a base plate having a

stud at its upper end and a safety pin at its lower end,

while there is a curved spring tongue between the stud

and the safety pin, the tongue being struck up from the

material of the plate.

* HANDLE BAR FOR BICYCLES. – Wil

liam J. Matern, Bloomington, Ill. Ordinarily the

handle bars of safety bicycles are perfectly rigid, so

that the vibrations tire the hands and arms in riding

over rough roads. This invention provides a handle

bar which will yield vertically, and not jolt the hands

and arms, and when lifted upon by the hands, as is

usually done by the rider in going up hill, will be as

rigid as the ordinary bar. This improved handle bar is

made of flat spring metal, with a supplemental strip or

spring clamped to its upper side.

ROLLING CHAIR AND CHILD'S CAR

RIAGE.-Albert Rudolph, New-York City. This is a

combination device in which two leg frames on wheels

are pivoted to spread or fold, while a back frame is

pivoted between and held adjustably on one leg frame,

a seat frame being pivoted to the back frame, a foot

rest hinged to the front of the seat frame, and a prop

frame is provided. The improvement is designed to

afford a compact, light, strong, and shapely construc

tion, which may be quickly converted into a child's

carriage or a rolling chair for an invalid, and be folded

in small space when not in use.

NoTE.—Copies of any of the above patents will be

furnished by Munn & Co., for 25 cents each. Please

send name of the patentee, title of invention and date

of this paper.

NEW B00KS AND PUBLICATIONS.

A MANUAL OF THE STEAM ENGINE. For

engineers and technical schools. Ad

vanced courses. Part 1. Structure

and theory. By Robert H. Thurston.

New York: John Wiley. 1891. Pp.

xx, 871. Price $7.50.

Professor Thurston's idea of an advanced course in

engineering is certainly a very high one, as is evidenced

by the magnitude of the first volume now under review.

It is enough to say that the structure, philosophy and

thermodynamics of the steam engine in practice and the

ideal one are very elaborately developed, with tables

and formulae.

A COURSE OF EXPERIMENTS IN PHYSI

CAL MEASUREMENT. Part IV. By

Harold Whiting, Ph.D. Boston : D.

£eath & Co. 1891. Pp. 901 to

1226.

This volume brings to a close Dr. Whiting's excellent

work, the preceding portions of which we have already

reviewed in these columns. The fourth part is de

signed for the teacher, and contains appendices and ex

amples for his use. Thus the first chapter gives notes on

the construction of a student's laboratory and the care

of the instruments, Dr. Whiting's principles appearing

in directing a practical working system, rather than

minute care of the instruments. Students’ note books,

report forms of experiments, an exhaustive list of ex

periments, with statement of apparatus required for

each one, the doctrine of averages and of probable

errors, are among the salient topics. In many respects

this will appear the best volume of the series. Its in

dex, of nearly 33 pages in extent, is a feature worthy of

all commendation.

MAssAGE PRIMER. By Sarah E. Post,

.D. Pp. 51. New York: The

Nightingale Publishing Co. 1891.

Second edition. Price $1.

This work treats of the technique of massage and is

written as a primer for nurses. The text is elucidated

by photoplates and engravings illustrative of the differ

ent processes of massage. A series of questions on the

text closes the work, making it convenient for nse in

training schools.

PHYSIOGRAPHY. By J. Spencer, B.Sc.,

.C.S. London : Percival & Co.

1891. Pp. vii, 229. Price $1.

In its brief compass this work covers a wide range of

subjects, from matter and its properties, through me

chanics, physics, geology, meteorology, to geodetic

science. It is designed for use by a specified depart

ment of the English educational system, and although

cast for so definite a horizon, should meet with some

acceptance here.

PHILLIPS NEWSPAPER RATE BOOK. The

John F. Phillips Advertising Co.,

New York, N. Y. 1891. Pp. 180.

The principal papers of the United State and Canada

are described seriatim under the cities of their publi

cation. The data given includes day of publication.

date of establishment, subscription price, circulation.

size, width of column, length of column, rates for ad

vertisers and address. All these particulars and simi

lar ones as fully as possible are given for the different

journals. It is obviously a convenient manual for the

publisher and advertiser.

THE SEXTANT AND OTHER REFLECTING

MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. By

F. R. Brainard, U. S. Navy. New

York: D. Van Nostrand Company.

1891. Pp. 120. Price 50 cents.

To engineering students preparing for hydrographic

work, as well as to those interested in navigation, this

little manual will, we believe, be thoroughly accepta

ble. With its limitations as to accuracy,the sextant fills

a field which for many years to come it will probably

hold against all comers, and a manual devoted to it and

allied instruments is very welcome.

How TO BECOME AN ENGINEER. By

George W. Plympton, Am. Soc. C. E.

New York: D. Van Nostrand Conn

pany. 1891. Pp. 218. Price 50 cents.

The question answered in this work is very frequently

propounded by young aspirants, and Professor Plymp

ton has done real service in producing this convenient

manual. His own long course of training in preparing

young men in the profession gives him a peculiar an

thority in the field of the book. He shows what is re

quired here and abroad, and gives a thoroughly practi

cal view of the difficulties to be overcome before suc

cess is attained.

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

BU I LD IN C E D IT IO N.

OCTOBER NUMBER.—(No. 72.)

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

1. Elegant plate in colors of a colonial residence

recently erected at Fordham Heights, N.Y. Two

perspective elevations, floor plans, etc. Cost

complete $9,000. Messrs. Walgrove & Crails, of

New York, architects.

2. Handsome colored plate of a residence at West

Brooklyn, N. Y. Perspective view, floor plans,

etc. Cost $3,000.

3. A very pretty cottage costing $3,600, erected at

Springfield, Mass. Floor plans, elevations, etc.

. A beautiful modern residence at Bridgeport, Conn.,

erected at a cost of $7,500 complete. Plans and

perspective elevation.

. A subnrban cottage at Fordham Heights, N. Y.

Cost complete $6,000. Perspective and floor

plans.

6. View of the new Lucas Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. Willis G. Hale, architect.

7. A dwelling at Longwood, Mass. Cost $6,423 com

plete. Floor plans, perspective elevation, etc.

8. A villa recently erected at Rochelle Park, N.Y.

Cost $7,800 complete. Plans and perspective.

9. Carriage house and stable of excellent design,

erected at “Belle Haven,” Greenwich, Conn.

Estimated cost $2,200. Ground plans and per

spective view.

A cottage in Rosalie Court, Chicago. Estimated

cost $3,600. Perspective and two floor plans.

4

5

10.

11. A row of Philadelphia houses ranging in cost from

$7,500 to $5,800 each. Perspective and plans.

A carriage house at Newark, N. J. Cost $3,300

complete. Plans and perspective.

. View of the Masonic Temple being erected at

Chicago. A twenty story building. Messrs.

Burnham & Root, architects. A magnificent

structure.

A dwelling at Newark, N.J., recently completed at

a cost of $9,000. Floor plans and perspective.

Half page engraving of a gateway at Newport, R. I.

Miscellaneous contents: Proportion in architecture.

-Improved hand circular rip saw, illustrated.—

Improved band resaw, illustrated. – Improved

hot water heater, illustrated.—Porches, windows,

stairs.--Cook's luminous level tube, iliustrated.—

Fox's barb wire post, illustrated.—The Sykes

metallic roofing.—The “Florida” steam and hot

water heaters.

The Scientific American Architects and Builders

Edition is issued monthly. $2.50 a year. Single copies,

25 cents. Forty large quarto pages, equal to about

two hundred ordinary book pages; forming, practi

cally, a large and splendid MAGAzINE of ARCHITEC

TURE. richly adorned with elegant plates in colors and

with fine engravings, illustrating the most interesting

examples of Modern Architectural Construction and

allied subjects.

The Fullness, Richness, Cheapness, and Convenience

of this work have won for it the LARGEst CIRCULATION

of any Architectural publication in the world. Sold by

all newsdealers.

MUNN & CO., PUBLIshERs, -

361 Broadway, New York,

12.

14.

15.

16.
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The charge for Insertion under this head is one Dollar a line

for each insertion: about eight words to a line. Adver

tisements must be received at publication office as early as

Thursday morning to appear in the following week's issue.

For Sale.—One 25 H. P. second hand straight line en

gine, made by Sweet. In first class order. W. P. Davis,

Rochester, N. Y.

Acme engine, 1 to 5 H. P. See adv. next issue.

Presses & Dies. Ferracute Mach. Co., Bridgeton, N.J.

Steam Hammers, Improved Hydraulic Jacks, and Tube

Expanders. R. Dudgeon, 24 Columbia St., New York.

Screw machines, milling machines, and drill presses.

The Garvin Mach. Co., Laight and Canal Sts., New York.

Will sell for $50, 68 x 5” photographic outfit, 8x10 ex

tension, nearly new; cost, $107. D. M. Wylie, Baltimore.

Centrifugal Pumps for paper and pulp mills. Irrigating

and sand pumping plants. Irvin Van Wie, Syracuse, N.Y.

Iron, Steel, Copper, and Bronze Drop Forgings of

every description. Billings & Spencer Co.. Hartford,

Conn.

For the original Bogardus Universal Eccentric Mill,

Foot and Power Presses, Drills, Shears, etc., address.J.

S. & G. F. Simpson, 26 to 36 Rodney St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Scale removed and prevented in boilers; for each 50

horse, 10 cents a week. Pittsburgh (Pa.) Boiler Scale

Resolvent Co.

Price of the Brown & Sharpe No. 1 Universal Milling

Machine, $480. With Overhanging Arm, $495. Price of

the No. 3 Universal Cutter and Reamer Grinder, $200.

Previous prices, $550, $585, and $260. Brown & Sharpe

Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.

*"Send for new and complete catalogue of Scientific

and other Books for sale by Munn & Co., 361 Broadway,

New York. Free on application.

HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Names and Address must accompany all letters,

or no attention will be paid thereto. This is for our

information and not for publication.

References to former articles or answers should

give date of paper and page or number of question.

Imaguiries not answered in reasonable time should

repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that

some answers require not a little research, and,

though we endeavor to '' to all either by letter

or in this department, each must take his turn.

Special Written Information on matters of

personal rather than general interest-cannot be

expected without remuneration.

Scientific Americana Supplements referred

to may be had at the office. Price 10 cents each.

Books referred to promptly supplied on receipt of

price.

Minerals sent for examination should be distinctly

marked or labeled.

(3575) I. M. S. asks for a red and black

copying ink. A. lted copying ink.—Dissolve 50 parts

extract of logwood in a mortar in 750 parts distilled

water without the aid of heat; add 2 parts chromate of

potassium and set aside. After twenty-four hours add

a solution of 3 parts oxalic acid, 20 parts oxalate of

ammonium and 40 parts sulphate of aluminum

in 200 parts distilled water, and again set aside

for twenty-four hours. Now raise it once to boil

ing in a bright copper kettle, add 50 parts of vinegar, and

after cooling fill into bottles and cork. After a fort

night decant. This ink is red in thin layers, writes red,

gives excellent copies in brownish color, and turns

blackish brown upon the paper. Black copying ink.—

1. The quality required of a copying ink is that it shall

afford one or more copies of the written matter by ap

plying dry or damped paper to its surface, and subject

ing it to more or less pressure. The best kinds of

copying ink are usually prepared by adding a little

alum to an extract of logwood of 100 B., 1.075 sp. gr.,

or to a decoction of the same, and then to improve its

copying power some sugar and glycerine or table salt

is added. Such inks have a violet tint, are purple when

first written, and gradually darken on the paper. The

copies taken from them are at first very pale, and only

slowly darken. 2. Mix about 3 pints jet black writing

ink and 1 pint glycerine. This,if used on glazed paper.

will not dry for hours. and will yield one or two fair,

neat, dry copies, by simple pressure of the hand in any

good letter copy book. The writing should not be ex

cessively fine, nor the strokes uneven or heavy. To

prevent setting off, the leaves after copying should be

removed by blotting paper. The copies and the origi

nals are neater than when water is used. From "Sci

entific American Cyclopedia of Receipts, Notes and

Queries.” In press.

(3576) D. W. asks if the statement is

true as to the frequent falling of Cayuga Lake to such

an extent as 50 feet. A. We referred the matter to an

esteemed correspondent who resides near Lake Cayuga,

and his reply is as follows: So far as those who have

lived, for years, about the neighborhood, and on the

shores of the lake, are aware, there is no foundation

for the story reported by the paper from which the

slip is taken. Many houses on the border of the lake

are at the water’s edge and none has yet been known

to be swamped. The city of Ithaca is on the bottom

lands at its head, and, in the times of spring freshets,

is on a level, in many parts, with the surface of the

head of the lake; it has never suffered the fate of At

lantis, and no apprehensions are felt for the immediate

future. The lake is deep (435 feet) and cold, and this

fact may account for its retention of its prey, as stated,

if that be a fact, which we doubt. No living inhabi

tant has yet seen the bottom of the lake laid bare.

The records of Cornell University contain no accounts

of such marvels as are described, and that institution

has a constant altitude of four hundred feet above

Cayuga's waters. The small rise and fall actually oc

curring in either Cayuga or Seneca Lake is simply that

alue the greater or less magnitude of the streams in

times of freshets and in times of drouth.

.(3577) J. R. H. asks for the best method

of keeping cider sweet and drinkable. A. The follow

ing is from the “Scientific American Cyclopedia of Re

ceipts, Notes and Queries." In press. A pure, sweet

cider is only obtainable from clean, sound fruit, and

the fruit should therefore be carefully examinod and

wiped before grinding. Add 3% to 34 of an ounce of

calcium sulphite to each gallon of cider in the cask,

first mixing the powder in about a quart of the cider,

then pouring it back into the cask, and giving the latter

a thorough shaking. After standing bunged several

days to allow the sulphite to exert its full action, the

cider may be bottled off. The sulpnite of calcium

(which should not be mistaken for the sulphate of cal

cium) is a commercial article, costing about 20 to 25 cents

a pound. The sulphite will preserve the sweetness of the

cider, but unless care is taken not to add too much, it

will impart a slight sulphurous taste to the cider. The

bottles and corks used should be perfectly clean, and

the corks wired down.

(3578) A. W. writes: I would like to

inquire in regard to the use of copper in the valleys of

a roof, instead of tin. I am building a house and am

disposed to have something more durable than tin in

the valleys, but some persons suggest to me that the

water from a copper roof would be unwholesome and

unfit for drinking. Now I can't imagine what there is

in the water or air that will form a poisonous com

pound, and therefore wish to avail myself of your su

perior knowledge and experience. I expect also to

place a tank of about 20 barrels capacity in the attic,

lined with lead, and would like your views also in re

gard to the use of water from that, for drinking

and cooking. A. Avoid the use of copper and of lead

in connection with drinking water. Salts of both

metals are formed, which are soluble in water and are

poisonous. Let your copper valley plates be tinned.

The metal lining of your water tank also should be

tinned.

(3579) A. S. R. writes : Please tell ine

the formula for a good paste for mounting photographs

that will keep without souring.

A. Arrowroot....................... ..... 10 parts.

Water ........................... .....100 *

Gelatine............ ............ ..... 1 "

Alcohol....................... - - - - - - - 10 *

Soak gelatine in the water, add the arrowroot, which

has been thoroughly mixed with a small quantity of

the water, and boil four or five minutes. After cooling

add a few drops of carbolic acid or oil of cloves.

(3580) G. A. S. asks: How shall I pre

vent frost from gathering on my outside office window?

The house is new and well made. The windows are

tight. The room is 10 feet square. It is lighted by

two large 4 light windows. The outside windows are

screwed on and made reasonably tight. Now, here is

what I can't understand. While the north window will

remain almost entirely free from frost the winter

through, the east window is almost as uniformly cov

ered with frost. A. Not being able to inspect the local

details of leakage through the double windows, we can

only assume that the dry westerly and northerly winds

of winter press against the westerly and northerly side

of the house. The leakage of the cold dry air in on

this side prevents excess of moisture between the win

dow glasses, and consequently they are free from frost,

while for the east window the leakage of the warm

moist air is outward, filling the space between the

glasses with moisture, which on contact with the cold

outer glass covers it with frost.

(3581) N. C. H. asks: Will you please

let me know the best way to keep a quantity of Ameri

can cheese for a number of years, that has been made

this year, so as to keep it in its natural condition ? A.

Cheese should be kept in a dry cool room in boxes,

through the winter, so as to allow of drying. In the

spring and summer the cheeses should be rubbed at

least once a month with soft clean tallow, assuming

that the cheese comes from the dairy in prime order.

Another way is to seal them in tin boxes during dry

cold weather, when they will require no further care.

(3582) F. H. C. writes : I have a sail

whose height is 14 feet on mast, 20 feet on boom and 8

feet on gaff. The jib is 16 by 8%. Also topsail con

tains 6 square yards light sheeting. The mainsail and

jib are 8 ounce duck. Please state what proportion I

had better take to drawing. I would like to know how

to restore checked varnish on a mandolin? It does not

peel off, just cracks. Please name the best oil for keep

ing inside of gun barrels from rusting. A. Your sails

will be right if you build the ice boat on a scale of 34

inch to 1 foot from the drawing in SUPPLEMENT, No.

624. You can only revarnish the mandolin. You can

not remove the cracks without scraping the old varnish

off. Use vaseline for the inside of your gun.

(3583) H. R. K. asks the speed at which

nuts can be punched, 34 inch U. S. S. Hex., 16 inch U.

S. S. Hex., and l inch U. S. S. Hex. And also quote

papers or books where the subject is treated, so that I

can get at the cost of punching, tapping, finishing, and

casehardening. A. You will find some valuable:"ex

periments in punching iron in SciENtific AMERICAN

SUPPLEMENT, No. 68. The speed for punching nuts is

only limited by the strength of the punch. We have no

books on the subject.

(3584) C. A. H. writes: There is a span

of say 500 feet over which a wire is placed, fastened at

both sides of the span. This is supposed to be straight.

Now if a weight of say 10 pounds is bung at the center,

causing a deflection of two feet, what will be the

strain on each or both supports? I should like to know

how this is worked out approximately. A. The

formula for the weight on a stretched line is figured

(3586) W. B. D. asks: Is there any way

of preventing excessive perspiration of machinist's

hands and the consequent injury to steel tools » A.

We know of no suitable means of preventing perspira

tion. Can only recommend wiping and oiling the

tools.

(3587) E. B. D. writes: 1. About two

or three years ago I saw an article, I believe in the

ScIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which explained how one could

determine the points of compass by means of a watch

held so that the sun might shine on some particular

point on the circumference of the dial (the point de

pending upon the time). and the diameter across the

dial from 12 to 6 o'clock would then be in the line

from north to south. Will you kindly explain in your

Notes and Queries column how this can be done? A.

When the hour hand of the watch is pointed to the sun,

the south will be on a radial line of the dial half way

between the hour hand and XII on the dial. This is

only approximate for our latitude. 2. Please give direc

tions for making a sun dial. A. You will find a sun

dial described in SuppleMENT, No. 259.

(3588) A. M. B. asks for receipts for

black writing inks. A.1. An exceedingly fine ink is said

to produced by the following recipe: 11 parts galls, 2

parts green vitriol, one-seventh part indigo solution and

33 parts of water. Writing executed with this ink may,

it is true, be removed by means of dilute acids, but it

may be rendered visible again by chemical means. 2.

Arnold's Writing Fluid.—This writing fluid is a mix

ture of sulphate of indigo and ordinary ink. It flows

freely from the pen and at last becomes very black. 3.

Aniline Black Ink.—Concentrated solution of borax, 1

part; shellac, 4 parts; boil; add aniline black.

(3589) G. J. E. writes: Can you tell

me of a preparation that is inexpensive for staining

stone any desired color? That will not wash off. A.

We have seen samples of white marble tiles stained in

ornamental figures and polished. We suppose the

staining is done with aniline colors.

(3590) H. C. K. asks what to mix or

use with a potter's clay on cellar bottom while rolling

it to make it hard. A. Use Portland or best hydraulic

cement 1 part to 2 parts clay. Pulverize the clay dry

and mix thoroughly with the cement, then wet with

water just enough to make the mixture spread, and roll

quickly and smooth with a shovel or trowel.

(3591) L. W. B. asks for match con

position. A. The following is one of the best receipts

for composition match tips without phosphorus. It is

the same as that used in preparing the well known U.

and P. matches and does not require a separate rubber

or prepared surface:

Potassium chlorate...........-

Manganese, black oxide..........

Potassium bichromate.............. - - -

Lead cyanide. ......... ....... -
- - - - - - - - - - 20

Antimony oxysulphide.................. 20 "

Glass powder.........--- - - -- -- - - - . 4 “

These substances are first powdered separately and

then gradually mixed into a solution of 1 lb. gum in 4

lb. water, to form a thick, smooth paste; with this

paste the dry wood splinters are tipped, and after about

eighteen hours' exposure to the air in a drying room,

kept at about 80° Fah., the matches are ready for box

ing. To render the matches non-absorbent of moisture

or waterproof, they are momentarily dipped into a

liquid composed of:

Shellac, best white..... ................... 1 lb.

Alcohol, or wood naphtha... .... ... 1 qt.

250 feet

as follows: –––125, which is the tangent of the

2 feet

greater angle. The tangent of 125 is 89° 32'. The

strain on the line=one half the weightxsecant of angle,

227-8

which for 899*-issan-#-sis pounds.

(3585) P. H. J. asks how to fill a crack

on the top of the oven of a cook stove. That is,

what mixture to use. that can be applied, and which

will withstand heat A. A good cement for stove

cracks is made by mixing into stiff putty with water:

Wood ashes..........

Clay ....... ..

Quick lime........... .......... ....... 4 “

digested together in a closed vessel for several days

with occasional agitation, then strained through fine

linen cloth. Use red lead to color.

(3592) N. S. F. asks: 1. In construc

tion of Mr. Hopkins' telescope, in what respect is a

meniscus better than a double or plano-convex lens?

A. The meniscus lens gives a flatter field than the con

vex. 2. I thought of using a “cosmorama" lens, such

as is sold for about $1.50; 3 to 4 in. diameter, 48 to 60

in. focus. Would double convex or plano-convex be

best? A. A plano-convex lens will be preferable, but

neither of them would be very efficient as a telescope

objective. 3. How would a 4 in. by 60 in. telescope

with such a lens compare as an astronomical with an

ordinary spyglass with 1% in. objective? A. We think

that an ordinary spyglass with a good achromatic inch

and a half objective would be preferable. 4. What

would be the best combination for a celestial eyepiece

for above mentioned lens? A. For information on

celestial eyepieces, we refer you to an article on

“Telescopes for Amateurs" in SUPPLEMENT, No. 252.

5. How would a double concave eye lens answer with

such an objective? A. A double concave eye lens

would answer very well with a common plano-convex

or meniscus lens as an eyepiece, as it has necessarily

a very low power, but with a good telescope objective

it is of no value. 6. Could the eyepiece of an ordinary

spyglass be separated, and either the eye or field com

bination of the two lenses be used as a celestial? A.

Yes.

(3593) L. W. asks how to make a

preparation which applied to leather will dry quick and

leave a hard coating and elastic? A. Dissolve shellac

in a saturated solution of borax and water. The solu

tion is effected very slowly, and to accomplish it, it is

necessary to allow the ingredients to stand for several

days, occasionally shaking them. When the shellac is

entirely dissolved, add fine bone black until the black

ing has sufficient body to cover well. If the blacking

is too thick, it can be thinned with the borax solution.

(3594) G. W. W. asks: Can you in

form me through your Notes and Queries column of a

method of determining the displacement of small sail

boats from drawings or plans of same? Also whether

the water line can be accurately ascertained by calcula

tion, and rule for same. A. There are rules for com

puting the displacement from the drawings. In gen

eral terms they require the water line to be assumed on

the drawing, and below this line compute each cross

section as many as laid out on the drawing. Add all

the areas together and divide by their number, which

will give a mean. If in inches, should be divided by

-

144 for feet; multiply the mean area in square feet by

the length on the water line in feet, which equals the

displacement in cubic feet, which multiply by 62% and

divide by 2,000 for net tons. The actual weight of the

boat subtracted from the displacement gives the ton

nage at the assumed water line. The water line can be

computed by approximating the actual weight of the

material in the boat and the required tonnage to the

corresponding displacement computations.

(3595) F. R. C. says: A considerable

body of solder, composed of lead and tin, rather more

lead, which it is necessary to keep at a reddish heat for

hours together, yields up a yellowish power which rises

to the surface. What is this powder? Can it be re.

duced to metallic state again? If so, how? A. The

yellow powder is the oxide of lead, with a possible

mixture of the oxide of tin. It can be reduced to the

metallic state by mixing with pulverized charcoal.

placing in a crucible and heating to a red heat; stir the

mass and pour off the lead.

(3596) E. D. C. asks: Can you refer us

to a receipt for making type-writing ribbons that will

copy? A. Melt vaseline on a water bath or slow fire.

and] incorporate by constant stirring as much lamp

black or powdered drop black as it will take up with

out becoming granular. If the fat remains in excess,

the print is liable to have a greasy outline; if the color

is in excess, the print will not be clear. Remove the

mixture from the fire, and while it is cooling mix equal

parts of petroleum, benzine and rectified oil of turpen

tine, in which dissolve the fatty ink, introduced in

small portions by constant agitation. The volatile

solvents should be in such quantity that the fluid ink

is of the consistence of fresh oil paint. One secret of

success lies in the proper application of the ink to the

ribbon. Apply the ink, after agitation, by means of a

soft brush, and rub it well into the interstices of the

ribbon with a tooth brush. Hardly any ink should re

main visible on the surface. For colored inks use

Prussian blue, red lead, etc., and especially the aniline

colors.

Aniline black........ ...... }% oz.

Pure alcohol............ - - ...15 *

Concentrated glycerine... ............. 15 *

Dissolve the aniline black in the alcohol, and add the

glycerine. Ink as before.

(3597) J. S. L. asks: How much of the

force that is expended in starting a piston and cross

head from one end to the center of the cylinder, is

given out again in stopping the same from the center to

the other end of the cylinder? A. All the force put

into the piston is given out in stopping, save the fric

tion.

(3598) T. T. says: I wish to know

whether in looking at any particular object from 2%

miles up to 4 miles on a clear day, what kind of a

glass is the best in the world, the binocular telescope or

the spy glass? Are imported field and spy glasses, also

binocular telescopes better than ones made in this

country? In looking at any particular object, 25 miles

distant, can a person see as plainly with the best bin

ocular telescope as he could with the best spy glass?

A. Binoculars are inade for the convenience of light

and perspective and for more exact judgment of dis

tance. They are used for military and other special

purposes, and not of great power. For their size they

should define as well as the best spy glass or more

properly telescopes of their size. The binocular field

glasses are mostly imported and are considered first

class. If you want fine definition and power for dis.

tant objects, the larger telescopes of from 2 to 3 feet in

length are the best suited for the purpose.

(3599) F. C. P. asks : 1. I have a brass

tube 134 inch diameter, 9 or 10 inches long; if I fit a

piece of wood on each end, can I wind it for an induc

tion coil, or would it be better to start winding on a

very thin cylinder of wood and fill the brass tube with

soft iron wires for a helix (I think that is the name of

the inner rod). What size wire to use on the inner

winding, and how many layers, also on the outside?

What size wire, and must I put any insulation between

the primary and secondary, or simply wind one over

the other ? A. A brass tube will not answer as a foun.

dation for an induction coil, because it will absorb the

energy which should pass into the secondary wires.

Better use wood or rubber for the spool. Use for the

primary wire 2 layers of No. 16 magnet wire. For the

secondary wire, 8 or 10 layers of No. 36 magnet wire.

2. How do I get high amperage on this coil A. What

you gain in voltage you lose in amperage in an indus

tion coil. If you secure a high amperage, you must ex

pect a low voltage. 3. Must I insulate each layer of

wire, or will the cotton covering do? A. It is well to

put a thickness of paper between the layers. 4. Have

you a SUPPLEMENT that fully describes induction coil

winding and mounting, what number ? A. For in

formation on induction coils we refer you to SUPPLE

Ment, No. 29. 5. If I make a camera of wood and use

a pin hole lens, must it be set at an angle to the face of

the plate or perfectly square ? A. The surface in which

the pinhole is made should be parallel with the plate.

6. Have you a SUPPLEMENT describing a small camera.

both wood and bellows? A. For instruction on making

camera bellows we refer you to SUPPLEMENT, No. 625.

The only SUPPLEMENTs we have on cameras are No.

746, machine camera. panoramic camera, No. 507, pho

tographic gun, Nos. 332,336.

Enquiries to be Answered.

The following enquiries have been sent in by some of

our subscribers, and doubtless others of our readers

will take pleasure in answering them. The number of

the enquiry should head the reply.

(3600) J. S. writes: Will you please

give the following problem to your readers, requesting

an arithmetical or algebraic solution of it? A, B and C

are points on a straight line and ten miles apart; n is

at A and n at B; n starts at 7 A. M. to go to C and

travels at the rate of one mile per hour, arriving at 5

P. M.; m starts after n at 7 A. M., catches him and

turns back, reaching B at 5 P.M., having also traveled

just ten hours. Where was n when m caught him?

Or how far and at what speed did m travel?
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Fence support, G. W. Porter................... 461.709 | Seal, A. J. Phelps............. ......--- 461,523 -TO INVENTORS. #": essel fender. Seat. See Car seat. Webicle seat. 2Möpertieements.

An experience of forty years, and the preparation of . File cutting machine, E. Sweet.... ., 461.720 | Seeding machine, J. L. Harrell............. -

more than one hundred thousand applications for pa- || File, document, A. Dom........ . 461,781 | Seeding machine, W. J. Pirkle....... ... 461,708

tents at home and abroad, enable us to understand the File, newspaper, C. H. Jaehnig.. 461,438 Sewing machine feller and hemmer, A. Laub- Inside Page, each insertion -- 75 cents a line

laws and practice on both continents, and to possess un

equaled facilities for procuring patents everywhere. A

synopsis of the patent laws of the United States and all

foreign countries may be had on application, and persons

contemplating the securing of patents, either at homeor

abroad, are invited to write to this office for prices,

which are low, in accordance with the times and our ex

tensive facilities for conducting the business. Address

viu NN & Co., office SciENriric AMERICAN, 361 Broad

way, New York.

INDEX OF INVENTIONS

For which Letters Patent of the

United States were Granted

October 20, 1891.

AND EACH BEARING THAT DATE.

[See note at end of list about copies of these patents.]

Acid, producing hydrofluosilicic, T. W. Cappon... 461

Air brake for cars, Westinghouse & Bayley....... 461

Xiarm."See Fish b

Alumina from bauxite, obtaining, Bradburn &

Pennock.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... 461,416

Amber, etc., apparatus for forming articles of, H.

Thurfelder.........................................

Amber, etc., apparatus for moulding articles of,

ii. Thurteider. ...

Animal trap, G. Potter.

Annunciator, L. F. Fouts.

Armature for electric motors

Lundell............................................. 461.795

Asbestus,£ H. W. Johns. - -

.M. Hay...........Auger handle,

\xie bearing

it brace, O. Peck

lobbin, I.

Bromine, purifyi

rush, rotary,

Burner.

Car coupling, G. A.

Car coupling, A

Car, dumping, G.

# fan,£;#
ar propellings

Car£ H.#

In . . .

Cars, contact plow for electri

Cars, draught rigging for,W

Cars, underframe f

Carding machine screen, Sh

Carpet looper, J. La

Carriage y, ba- y

Carriage jack, J. B. to

Cart, combined barrel an

Cart, road, R. D. S. D. Scott................. ----- --

Cart, road, Whitfield & McCormick................

Case. See Tobacco case.

Cash register, W. H. Gilman....................----

Cash register and indicato -

Cash ister cash til

Caster, furniture. R.

Centrifugal machine, R. Folsche:

Chair. See Barber's chair.

Chalk line holder and plummet, R.

C Francis...huck, G. W.

Chute, coal, F. G. Hump

Cigar holder, E. Promis...

Clamp. See Fence clam

Clip. See Whiffletree cl

Clock winder, electric, J.

oal, means for handling, j. Herrmann.C

Coffee mill, C. M

Coffin corner, J. H. Bee

Coins, machine fort

Collar fastener, horse, A. E. Saxer.

Coliar, horse, E. L.
Comb

so

Confectioner;# ine, G. Geyer

Corset, J. S.

Cot, C. W.

HolCoupling, I. S. G

Cul

cutter.

Cutter roll, J. West..........................

Dental purposes, hand piece for, E. Hay

Derrick, R. Ashworth

Derrick shed, R. Ashworth.

Door securer, A. A. Long...........

Draught regulator and spark

Draughting and designing ap

liams............................

Drawer pull, J. Preston...........

Drawing frame, screw gill. R. Ack

Drawing, process and apparatus for

N. A. Chatfield.........

Dress"#. C. F. Shain.

Curtain drier.

Drying, desiccating, and

n.

Drier.

Salomo

Electric switch, G.

Electric switch, A. S

Electric switch, automatic, S. Be

Electric wire connection, H

Electric wire connecto

Electric wire coupler, J. H.

Electrical conduit, E.T.

Electrical connecting c

Elevator. See Electric elevator.

Embroidering machine, E. & R.

Embroidery seam, E. & R. Cornely

Engine. See Traction engine.

# machine, C. H. & C. H. Field

Entrails, machine for cutting and clean

Hoffmann......

Envelope, J. West.

Feed cutter carrier attachment, E. W. Ross.

Feed water purifier, F. Cl

Feeder, time stock, C. H.T

Fence clamp, H. Loether.........

Fence or other posts,

anchorage for, H.O.

-- ---- - ..... 461,721

Auger or boring tool, T.

Axes, manufacture of, S. H. Brown.

S.S. Arnold..............

ales, band tie for cotton, J. M. i.arkin.

larber's chair, A. D. Cre

led, folding, M. Kelly............

ed slat support, M. E. McMaster.

ell ringing attachment, Slater & Barnes

el,sounding mechanism, automatic, E. W. Van

uzen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

lelt fastener, L.T. Potter.

icycle, Anthony & Everitt

Bicycle, A. Winton.......

lind 's', Rowley

oiler. See Portable boiler.

olt. See Headed bolt.

ooks, making spring backs for, A. Von Auw.....

oot and shoe cleaning device, C. Schmidt........

ottles, etc., instrument for handling, A. Ruff....

$ox. See Letter box.

Box lining, A. Schilling..............................

3race. See Bit brace.

Brake. See Rail brake. Railway brake. Vehicle

brake.

Brick kiln, H. H. Hillis.

bridle bits, manufactur

3rush, cloth #

er

Butter moulding and

oo e --------------------------------

Button, V. N. Savale...................::.

Button feeding device, Taintor & Mather

Car coupling, A. H. Blankman...........

Car coupling, M. F. El

Car coupling. S. & J.

Car coupling, W. R.

measuring machine, J.

an

m, W. S. Johnson.

ran. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Car, single rail railway, J. B. Mah

car:automatic pipe coupling for

'H'. M. Bentley

. H. Miner.......

. & C. F. Du Laney....

Clock winding mechanism, circuit closer fo

W. Du La

Clutch, G. W. Ro

- £me - - - - - - - --

Coupling. See£".
an. -----------------------------

Covers, counterbalance for hinged, W. McCabe

Crib. F. C. Hannahs

Crusher. See Stone crusher.

Crushing and grinding mill, J. F. Winchell..

tivator, W. J. Gohn......

Cultivator, Moore & Pope.

Cultivator, C. Sims........

Curry comb and cleaner, C.J

Curtain drier, E. Gilmore.............

Cut-out, thermal, L. B. Favor...............:

Cutter. See Onion top cutter.

r

roasting apparatus, C

Filteri galleries, forming subterranean, C.

Fluid meter, O. C. Pudan

Frame. See Drawing frame. Slatef

frame.

rnace. See Liquid fuel furnace.

# J. Mitchell

y

Garment supporter, G. E. - -

Garment supporter, H. Finkelstein

Garment supporter, L. A. Topp..

Gas burner, C. L. Holden.........

Gas or gasoline vapor engine, P. C.

Generator. See Steam generator.

Glassware, pneumatic machine for forming, D.C.

'''
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

. J. Fanshawe.

collecting device, fl

binder, J. Keller..

machine, W. H.

leaded bolt or screw, C. D. Rogers.. -

eel nailing"#",F. F.£o', 2d..........

Holder. See, Chalk line holder. Cigar holder.

Horse tail holder. Label holder.

Hook. See Snap'#
Horse power£, . B. Willis.................... 461,

Horse tail holder, A. Diebold.. . 461,496

Horseshoe, J. Broonett......... . 461,733

Horseshoe machine, C.T. Starbuck - . 461,598

Horseshoe machine, universal, A. B. Ad 461,697ams...... -

Hydrocarbon injector, automatic, C. D. Juvinall... 461,500

Inc'''. heat regula -

n

ting device for, H. A

Ins: mould making machine, C. S. & J. H. Rahl

Oe.

Letter box, G. L. Barney

Letter box,#
Lighting#
Liquid fuel furnace, G

Lock. Nut lock.

Lock, C. A. Be 461,780

£Mañana:
*Ocomotive, street car, E. Dederic

Loom harness, W. A.£

Loom lingo, J. M. Marco ... - -

Loom lingo or heddle weight, J. M. Marco.. 461,639

Loon£, swivel, W. J. Lutton. 461,584

Lubricant. A. Sommer........................... 461.513

fabrics, A. J. Boult

Nut lock, i. H. Apgar...

Nut lock, M. B. Earnes - -

Nuts in operations on track irons, machine for

applying, Allen & Ross....................... -

Nuts on bolts, appliance for locking, A. Gross.....

Oil, process of and apparatus for refining cotton

nt. . . . . . . . . . . ................. -, W. A. Gra

Oiler, journal, Finfrock & Weesenmeyer.

Onion top cutter, H. G. Brakensiek.

Packages, machine for automatical

£ Tuck & Merritt...............

Pan. See Salt pan.

Paper bags, machine for making, J. West.

Paper bars, machine for the manufact

Bockmuhl & Karthaus.........

Paper folding machine. T. C. Dexte

Paper, machine for the manufacture of

artfol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Paper tubing, machine for making, E.T. Gree

# platform for animals, H. Reiche

Photographic*# E. Gundlach.

Piano# J. W. Reed..............

Pipe coupling, automatic, J. Suydam

X. hellar-----------------------------.......... •

Revolving table, book file, and blank case, com

bined, O.H. Hubbard......................... ... 461,756

Roaster. See Coffee roaster.

Rocking chair, platform, A. B. Stevens..

Roundabout, M. Garland............

Ruling machine, paper, E. J. Piper. 461,642

Salt pan, A.T. Dora..... 461.7

Sash balanco, R. McMillen 461,506

Sash cord fastener, J. Finlay.. 31,746

Saw handle, J. M. & N. H. Long. $1,502

Sawmill feed, P. Stovall......... 461,719

Saws, manufacturing, C. Prouty . 461,509

Sawing machine, H. C. Staver....

Screen. See Carding machine screen.

Screw jack, H. W. Robie........................ ..... 461,643

ng..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- -- ,487

Insulating ': composition of matter for,

Farrar £ owe........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 467

Insulating support for electric conductors, R. J.

Hewett............................................. 461,631

Jack. See Carriage jack.

ewelery, swivel joint for, B. A. Ballou............ 461,564

£eyboard, transposing, A. Marcy................... 461,616

£iln. See Brick kiln.

(nitting machine, W. H. Pepper et al.............. 461,508

Label holder, J. H. Eison...' ...... 461,702

Ladder, sectional, F. C. Lovejoy......... 461,521

Lamp chimney attachment, M. S. French. 461,749

Lamp, electric arc, Wirsching & Schefbau 461,

Lamp filament, incandescent, J.T. Marshal 461,797

*: socket, incandescent double key

Lam #' r

, spring cus

Lawn sprink

Map or chart stand, adjustable, H. E. Hayes 461,755

ashing, process of, L. Mandl................ 61,

Mask for vaporizing the skin, M. Burgoyne

hanical movement, A. R. Weisz. ......... ... 461,723

Meter. See Electric meter. Fluid meter. Water

meter.

Mill. See Coffee mill. Crushing and grinding

ould, Beyer & Harper................... ,777

Music box damper, C. H. Jacot........... ... 461,633

Nail. See Shoe nail.

*. 1, 1. Noar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. 461,766

dle employed in the manufacture of felted

. 461,675

426

Opera glasses, coin-operated, H. M 558

öre concentrator, F. M. Endlich. 461,425

Organ adjusting device, J. Mueller. 461,641

| Fia's or sirups used with soda fountains, H.

- B. Gustine..........................................

Flour, corn, National Starch Manufacturing Com

| Flour, wheat, Mecke & Co.;...

Railway brakes, trussed bar for 461,776

Railway, electric, F. Mansfield 461.685

Railway, electric, S. H. Short. 461,690

Railway, elevated, J. B. Maha 461,764

Railway frog, M. A. Rolimann. 461,511

Railway rail chair, F. Pelton... 461,773

Railway rail fastening, L. Scofie 461,717

Railway rails, chair plate for

Bargion... 461,

Railway switc 461,495

Railway switc - 461,786

Railway tie, A. B. Fisher. 461,571

Railway tie and rail f

Taylor.. --- 461,775

*::: £1,519. Binight.................

Recorder. See Time recorder.

Register. See Cash register..

Regulator. See Draught regulator.

Revolver #. adjustable extension, W. L. & 461,480

scher............................................... *

Sewing machine gear, shield for, F. H. Dobeck.... 461,497

Sewing machines, hand appliance for operating,

£2 ..., J. L. G er...........--- 461,803

Ship's ventilator, T. Utley. . 461,694

1 | Shoe nail, F. F.#----- 461.510

Shoes, toe protector for children's, V. N. 461,492

sts' disks, control apparatus for the position

of, T. Weisser............................

Signal system, electric block, J. La Burt

#£C. T.£ - - - --int.

gnaling system and apparatus, non-inte

successive, F. B. Wood..................

Slate dressing machine, J. H.

Slate frame school, E. L. Kraus.............

Slicer and grater, combined vegetable, We

& Jaster..................... -

Snap hook, C.H.Smith.

Snap switch, H. P. Ball.

Soap cutter, G. L. Geiger.

Spike, M. Haupreicht.........

Spinning machine, T. Downw -

Spinning spindle support, G. Bern

Spinning spindle support, J. R. Gray

Spool holder, W. H. Denne

Spool or bobbin, H. L. Mou

Spoon, M. L. Schoch.........

Sprinkler. See Lawn spri -

Sprinkler head, automatic, F. G. Jahn.

Stamp selling and change returning

B. Whiteside.................

Staple machine, J Warden..

Station indicator, M. Pacholder

Steam drier, rotary, F. C. Hersey.

Steam generator, J. A. Eno.....

Steam generator, S. D. Stauffer........:

Steel, testing the condition of, J. Pedder.

Steel wheels, manufacture of annealed, W. G.

Richards..................................

Stitches, forming chain, H. Briggs.

Stone crusher, G. Lowry.............

Stove, reservoir cooking, J. White.

Street sweeper, G. M. Warfel.............

Sulphur, apparatus for mining, H. Frasch. ... 461,430

Sulphur, mining. H. Frasch..................461,429,

sur: See Dress supporter. Garment sup

porter. -

Swing, I. S. Bunker................ .................. 461,541

Switch. See Electric switch. S. switch.

Table. See Revolving table.

Tablets from powders, machine for compressing

J. P. MacLearn............................. ... 461,683

Tack draw and set, combined, J. Scott. 461,688

Tapping device, H. B. Pullman............. 461,800

Telsutograph, E. Gray................461,470, 461,473, 461,474

Telautographic communication, art of and appa

ratus for, E. Gray....................... - ,472

Telegraphy, E. Gr 71*Y-------------

Telephone system, C. C. Gould..............

Tie. See Railway tie.

Tile moulds, core for drain, W. D. Sherman....

Time recorder, workman's G. W. Heene.

Tobacco case, pocket, Hub & Potter

Tombstones, making concrete, N. C. Cam

Tonic£ Schmidt & Lede

Towel rack, J. A. M.

Track cleaner, car, J. E. Cham

Traction£ E. M. Kn
•

Transformer, ustabl 461,526

Transplanter, J. O. Bender 461,519

Tr":#"Johnson 461,535

Trap. See A

#ey switch,

Trolley wire su

Truck. W. D. S

Truck, car, C. W.

Truck, car, H. F

Truck, car motor, G. M. Brill.. 461,

Truck frame, car. D. L. Barnes. ... 461,413

Truck, hand, B. H. Haskins... ... 461,433

Truck, hand, J. A. Mead..........................,.... 461,522

Truck, locomotive tender, E. W. Mackenzie

Hughes ...............:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------- 461,436

Tube. See Pneumatic dispatch tube.

Turret, gunboat, W. H. A -
Vey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Typewriting machine, A. W. Steiger.

Typewriting machine, G. H. Woods..

Valve, J. King....... -- - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - . 461,

Valve, automatic, A. F. Nagle ........ ... 461,447

Valve, automatic stop, Forslund &Wells, Jr...... 461,427

Valve'controller electrical, J. W. Stout........... $1,354

Valve controllers, shunt magnet for, J. V. Stout... 461,555

Valve, engineer's air brake, J.T. Wilson..............

Valve gear for pumping engines, Misic &

Schweizer............................... ----

Valve motion model, link, Miller & Hill

Valve operating mechanism f

y:# cutter and# M.

Vehicle brake, A.T. Bodle

Vehicle running gear, J. J. Blac

Vehicle seat, £ F. Sanfo

Vehicle spring,

W£ e, W.# ####d
"ending apparatus, C. P. Herold...

''' #£ 's'#'.
Vessel dumping dev . Geyer

Wessel fender,$. T.'''

Warp threads, machine fo

Washing machine,

Washing machine, J. McDonal

Watch bow fastener, F. Mink.

Water and like closet and

urne. .

Water, const paratus

and purifying, R. S. Brownlow

Water meter, P. Ainsworth.........

Water wheel, J. W. & F. M. Bookwalte

Weed and grass cutter, W. Walker.......

Wheel. See Propelling wheel. Water wheel.

Whiffletree, N. N. Van Pelt............... .......... 461,652

Whiffletree clip and hook, R. L. Kirby.............. 461,615

Wire#.apparatusfor weaving coiled, White

loyd...................:---------

Wire hanger, overhead, C. A. Lieb..

Pipe wrench, Gillespie & James.... 461,750 | Wire stretcher, W. J. & E. M. Garrett.............. 461,

Pipe wrench, F. S. Patton. 461,769 || Wrench. See# wrench.

Pipe wrench Wrench, Burr & Hankins..

*# Wrench, J. O. Cottrell....... -- -

F. Welch Yeast, making, Von Sigmond & Genge...

:#.#:£j W. Park -lanter, check row corn, J. W. Parker.....

Platform. See Performing platform. DESIGNS.

Plow, Buckey, Jr., & Firestone.........

Plow, hillside, W. E. Sefton....... - T- Dress shield, I. B. Kleinert.......... ................, 21,120

Plows, subsoiling device for lister, A. Lindgren... 461,537 | Fireplace front,J. P., Ouerbacker..... .21,121, 21,122

|Pneumatic£# tube, D. Hunter. ... 461,612 || Latch case and'handle. C. H. Leonard ... 21,118

Pneumatic tool, F. H. Marsh... 461.796 || Lathe box leg, J. Flather............. - ... 21,126

Portable boiler, C. L. Weeden... - Registerface plate, G. W. Rives 21,123, 21,124

Potato bug destroyer, W. Snobble.. - |Spoon, W. F. Michael............: ..... 21.

Press. See Hay press. Horse power press. Type, font of printing, Schmohl . 21,125

| Printing device, chromatic, P.£:- - ---- - --- - - ,792 | Type, font of printing, G. Schroeder................ 21,119

70 | Pro£ or':*: therefor, 698 -

ening or tern , A. AndersOn... • * ****

####' TRADE MARKS.

ropelling wheel, J. W. Seivert..

Pul: or collar, detachable shaf Bitters, Von Glahn Bros........................ --- -- 20,252

Dowdell......................... Carbolic smoke ball for cure of influenza,

colds, catarrh, headache, and hay fever. F. A.

Roe................................... ... 20,249

. 461,484 || Cigarettes, fine. Ledger, Smith & Co.:*::::::::::::: 20,246
Rail brake, safety, J. W. C. McCurdy. 461 S6 || Cigars and cigarettes, Columbia Dome Cigar Manu

Rail support, C. M. Dyer.. 461,741 facturing Company................................ *

Railway brake, electric, A. I. A 461.70 | Copper, refined, Lewisohn Brothers................. 20,230

":Masonic end other society, Sinnock &

Sherrill............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................

Fish, whole, cut, and boneless, B. F. Allen & Co.... 20,242

Flavoring extracts, Crescent Manufacturing Com

Game boards, parlor, B. W. Mein

Gloves, Firm of Reynier..........

Gossamers, ladies', P. C. Getz...

Paper, tissue, R. Fletcher & Son..

Pens, fountain, E. V. Creen & Co...

Pills, Dullam’s German Medicine Co......

Plows, one horse steel. B. F. Avery & Sons

Spices, Crescent Manufacturing Company. 20,335

Starch, laundry, G. Fischer.................. ... 20,239

wa', compound, Pacific Soap and Chemica 234

MO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - -

Whips, covered, Massasoit W:'RCompany 20,231

Whisky, rye and bourbon, J. & A. Freiberg. 20,244

A printed copy of the specification and drawing of

any patent in the foregoing list, or any patent in print

issued since 1863, will furnished from this office for

25 cents. In ordering please state the name and number

of the patent desired, and remit to Munn & Co., 361

| Broadway, New York.

Canadian patents may now be obtained by the in

ventors for any of the inventions named in the fore

. 461,455 # list, provided they are simple, at a cost of $40 each.

:
Back Page, each insertion - - - - $1.00 a line

The above are charges per agate line—about eight

words per line. This notice shows the width of the line.

: is set in agate type. Engravings may head adver

sements at the same rate per agate line, by measure

ment, as the letter press. Advertisements must be

received at Publication Qffice as early, as Thursday
morning to appear in the following week's issue.

USFADMINIWAllPusiIt is Hard, Ilenne, and Ad

hesive. Does not check or crack.

-U - It is impervious to wind, water,

- 1t dries in a

It can be applied in

-' any kind of weather. It is in gen

, -eral use. Licenses granted for the

'-rmixing,using, and selling.

Address ADAMANTMFG, C0.

309 E. Genesee St.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

-

r

| ::'' '::rs
gerins

Vol. 24, e 414,# at Large. For al

*Star" L Screw Cut

Foot Lathe ting Auto

Swings matic Cross

9x25 in. A Feed, etc.

Scroll Saws, H Catalogue
Circular Free

Saws.Lathes ofall our

- Mortisers. Machinery.

Seneca Falls Mfg. Co. 695 waterst,Seneca Falls, N.Y.

PROPOSALS.

Removal of Wreck on Townsend Inlet Bar,

New Jersey,-U.S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 1428 Arch

Street, Philadelphia, Pa., October 22, 1891.-Sealed pro

fi'. in duplicate, will be received at this office until

A.M., Monday, November 23, 1891, and then opened,

for the removal of the wreck of the steamship Nuphar

lying on Townsend Inlet Bar, N J. The attention o

bidders is invited to the Actsof Congress approved Feb

26, 1885, and February 23, 1887, vol. 23# 332, and

1 in ormation,

pply to E. W. RAYMOND, Major, Corps of Engineers,*

U. S. Army

‘AAtocurs": -

*=-3. \)

£&||
SSNNN'ss',

SPECIAL NOTICE!

Two handsome photo-engraved display sheets

entitled

- nt Improvements in Air£ors."
“Recent Improvements in Rock Drills,”

mailed free to any one who will cut out this

advertisement and mail it to us with his name

and address.

INGERSOLL-SERGEANT DRILL Co.

No. 10 Park Place, New York, U.S.A.

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORIES,

and what is done therein. By F. W. Levander. F.R.A.S.

A minute description of an astronomical observator

and of the instruments and appliances to be foun

therein. Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLE

MENTS, No. 817 and 818. Price 10 cents each. To be

had at this office and from all newsdealers.

AIR COMPRESSORS &
GENERAL MACH IN ERY"S$ Ex

MINING TUNNELING!"><.

Q\y\\\\\ {-\\\\\\\SQN NN NS .

RAND DRILL Co 23 FAR Place New Yost'',

*

for small newspa.

per, $44. Every

thing easy, printed

rules. Send two stamps for Catalogue to

c# press $8.£
Cheap : t yourself. Cir

tiń.

factory. li. ELS I.Y. & CO., Meriden, Conn.

MEMORY. BY J. O. HIRSCHFELDER.

An interesting review of the qualities of the memory

and analysis of its operations. Contained in SCIENTiPic

AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT. No. 806. Price 10 cents.

To be had at this office and from all newsdealers.

LEARNWATCHMAKING####:

The Scientific American

PUBLICATIONS FOR 1891.

The prices of the different publications in the United

States, Canada, and Mexico are as follows:

RATES BY MAIL.

The Scientific American (weekly), one year - $3.00

The Scientific American Supplement (weekly), one

year, - - - 5.00

The Scientific American, Spanish Edition (month

ly), one year, - - 3.00

The Scientific American Architects and Builders

Edition (monthly), one year. - - - 2.50

COMBINED RATES.

The Scientific American and Supplement - - $7.00

The Scientific American and Architects and Build

ers Edition,

The Scientific American, Supplement, and Archi

tects and Builders Edition, - - - - - 9.00

Proportionate Rates for Sir Months.

This includes postage, which we pay. #"it by postal

eroor express money order, or draft to ord

MUNN & Co., 361 Broadway, New York

e

Screw threads, die for rolling, C. D. Rogers........ 461,620

f complicated the cost will be a little more. For full

instructions address Munn & Co., 361 Broadway, New

York. Other foreign patents may also be obtained.

of all our work, is now ready. Send stamp

lars for "stimates.
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A. PHOTO ENGRAVING,
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Our new General Circular “S.A.,”£
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October 31, 1891.] %merican.$rientific
-

Founded by Mathew Carey, 1785.

heNRY CAREyeAird & co.

industrial Publishers, Booksellers, and importers,

810 Walnut St. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

|-Our new and Revised Catalogue of Practical and

Scientific Books, 86 pages, 8vo, and our other Catalogues

and Circulars, the whole covering every branch of Sci

ence applied to the Arts, sent free and free of postage

to any one in any part of the world who will furnish his

address.

OVER 16 TONS

OF–

“Experimental

Science.”

SOLD.

We do not refer to science in the

abstract, but to our new book by Mr.

Geo. M. Hopkins, having the above

title.

This book has proved itself to be

the most popular scientific book ever

printed. Every scientific person, and

any person desiring to become scien

tific, should have it. It will pay to

look over the illustrated table of con

tents, which we send gratis. 740

pages, over 680 first-class illustra

tions. Price by mail, $4.

Munn & Co., 361 Broadway, N.Y.

TENCILs,s E. K.

#
*M&#

* Eaw.

-- XPERIME

AND-MODE.L. WoRK-NOVELT1 E.

ARTICLES MANUFACTURED on

*T*EL NAME STAMPS 1-16

[In press, to be issued about December 1, isoll

*@he Scientific Hmerican

Cyclopedia.<

*Of Receipts,

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Price $5.650 pages.

This splendid work contains a careful compila

tion of the most useful Receipts and Replies given

in the Notes and Queries of correspondents as

published in the Scientific American during

nearly half a century past; together with many

valuable and important additions.

over Twelve Thousand selected receipts

are here collected; nearly every branch of the use

ful arts being represented. It is by far the most

comprehensive volume of the kind ever placed

before the public.

The work may be regarded as the product of the

studies and practical experience of the ablest

chemists and workers in all parts of the world;

the information given being of the highest value,

arranged and condensed in concise form, conven

ient for ready use.

Almost every inquiry that can be thought of,

relating to formulae used in the various manufac

turing industries, will here be found answered.

Instructions for working many different pro

cesses in the arts are given. How to make and

prepare many different articles and goods is set

forth.

Those who are engaged in any branch of industry

probably will find in this book much that is of

practical value in their respective callings.

Those who are in search of independent business

or employment, relating to the manufacture and

sale of useful articles, will find in it hundreds of

Office, 111

CHIMERY MAMUFACTURERS.

LIGHTMIME WELL-SIMKIMB
": J. ERS

DVM. D. #:£
- annon tin ne

| \\ wind Mills,:
rrnengravings, Earth's Strata,

nation quality water; mailed,25c.

The American Well Wor

Aurora, ill.

11 & 138. Canal

[s: Chleago, Ill.

l Dallas, Tex|

-FOR

FREE SITES TO SUBSTANTIAL

MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISES

in the rapidly growing towns of Virginia and West Vir

ginia, possessing ChEAP 1RoN, CHEAP LUMBER, CHEAP

FUEL, and RAILROAD FACILITIES, address J. H. DiN

GEE, 330 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., President

and General Manager of numerous Land Companies

#: along the lines of the Norfolk & Western

TOslo.

The most Successful Lubricator

for Loose Pulleys in use.

VAN DUZEN's PATENT

LOOSE PULLEY Oll-ER

- Highly recommended by those who have

|"used them for the past four years. Prices

very reasonable. Every user of machin

ery should have our “Catalogue No. 56,"

sent free. Mention this paper.

WAN DUZEN & TIFT, Cineinnati, Ohio.

AIR BRUS Hig-nest

gold medal

award by Franklin Institute as,

a legitimate Art Tool. Invalu

able to crayon and water color por

trait artists and draughtsmen. Saves

time, gives finest technical effects. -

AIR BRUSH MFG. Co., 67 Nassau St., Rockford, Ill.

PH0SPHATE is revolutionizing Florida. Wast

surns are#":": in mining it.

Railroads are ## needed. he Arcadia, Gulf

Coast & Lakeland RR. is now being built. A bonus of

10 acres of goodland is offered to each subscriber who

comes in prior to the opening of first section. Write

to the ARCADIA, GULF COAST & LAKELAND RR. Co.,

Boston, Mass., and Arcadia, Fla.

-A-M-E-R.I.C.A.N.T. --NSTITU"-E. F.A.-E.

MOTOE CO-,

£, Daimler Motor

East Fou teenth St., N.

[* These Motors are now on exhibition at th

MANUFACTURERS OF

Adapted to

STATIONARY, 1.0CoMoTiVE, AND

BOAT PURPONE-.

Launches,

18 to 35 feet, 1 to 10 horse power.

safe, *R: Cleau, Reliable, Convenient.

No steam, No Coal, No Ashes.

Y., next door to Steinway Hall.
e American Institute Fair, New York.

| C01N DISTRIBUTOR.

The valuable patent, No.

451,653, dated June 23, 1891,

for

For terms and particulars,

address

H. KIRKMYER.

98 West Madison Street,

Chicago, Ill.

TYPE FORTYPEWRITERS

Stencils, Steel Stamps, Rubber and

MetalType.Wheels, Dies, etc.

Model and Experimental Work

Small Machinery, Novelties, etc., man

t ufactured by special contract.

#"New YorkStencilWks, 100 Nassau St., N.Y

-

£FRINGs ()"UFACIRER OF -

"FLAT STEEl- >''. DESCRIPTION

240 & 242 W. 29" ST NEW-YORK

“STANDARD" ENERye. DREsser
for Truing and Sharpening Emery Wheels.

Pneeeomplete with extra cutter O).

single Cutters, without handle 60*:

Cutters supplied to fit any make of handle...If you do

not wish to buy complete tool, send 60c, with name of

the make of handle you have, and we will send cutter to

fit. Will last three times as'í £18.#. other make.

st"ANdARD Tool Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Our Twist Drills and Tools are sold by all dealers in
Hardware and Supplies. Jiř"Send for Catalogue.

Models Made

And experimental work of all sorts done

in a first-class machine shop, with facili

ties, organization, and inclination to hel

develop thought as well as to work.

primer to send. -

THE Jox Es Brothers ELECTRIC Co. CIN."rl O.

Do all your own

printing. Save

Cata$3 PRINTINE PRESS. #n-e-, -a

logue for two stamps. Kelsey & Co., *:#den, Conn.

Wemanufacture and supply at short

taining the invention described in

under these

FAR RE1,

al

gether with New AND VALUABLE IMPRoveMENTS, for which Letters P.

May 11 and '.# 1880, to Mr. S. L. Marsden. All Crushers supplied by us are cons

patents.

FourNDRY & MACHINE CO.

to:ELAND'''B'AtoN,"Agents, NEW

ROCK BREAKERS AND ORE CRUSHERS
I' and lowest rates, Stone and Ore Crushers. con

Patent issued to Eli W. Blake, June 15, 1838 to:

£

ters

atent were

Manufacturers, ANSONIA, CONN.

Yörük" FHii-Ali)i.jstin''

equal 90

Falls -

£St."Atlanta, Ga.

brass tag attached stamp"

T0 BUSINESS MEN
The value of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN as an adver

tising medium cannot be overestimated. Its circulation

is many times greater than that of any similar journal

now published. It goes into all the States and Territo

ries, and is read in all the principal libraries and reading

rooms of the world. A business man wants something

more than to see his advertisement in a printed news

paper. He wants circulation. This he has when head

vertises in the SciENTIFIC AMERICAN. And do not let

the advertising agent influence you to substitute some

other paper for the SciENTIFIC AMERICAN, when se

| lecting a list of publications in which you decide it is for

your interest to advertise. This is frequently done for

the reason that the agent gets a larger commission from

the papers having a small circulation than is allowed on

the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

For rates see top of first column of this page or ad

dress MUNN & Co., Publishers,

361 Broadway, New York.

2nd £- MACHINERY #

* '0'Af{###

-- -

”Wire Mat at his door, and so are his "sisters, and his cousins and

his aunts.” We have not only made over half a million wire mats, but our annual sales

r cent of the total in our line. HARTVia V wife'. Co.
Brunches: *: St., New York; 508 State St.,Čn' 51 and 53 S.

al

->e

works, Beaver

e and testimonials mailed

- Hartman.”-

free. Our Mats have

-:

THE MODERN ICE YACHT. - BY

Geo. W. Polk. A new and valuable paper, containing

full practical directions and specifications for the con

struction of the fastest and best kinds of Ice Yachts of

the latest, most approved forms. Illustrated with en

gravings drawn to scale, showing the form, position,

and arrangement of all the parts. Contained in Scien

£ AMelticAN SUPPLEMENT. No. 6.4. Price 10

Cells. To be had at this office and of all newsdealers.

E DRAU GHT SMEN

The Sebastian May Co.

END FORCAI'55".DEVICES out.

Improved Screw Cutting

-- B.E.S.AWYER ATPol MASS

Drill Presses, Chucks, Drills, Dogs,

and Machinists' and Amateurs'

Outfits. Lathes on trial. Cata

logues mailed on application.

165 to 167 Highland Ave.,

SIDNEY, Ohio. -

HE PENNA. DIAMOND DRILL & MFG. C0.

BIRDSBORO, PA., Builders of High Class

Steam Engines, Diamond Drills, Power and Hand

Cranes, and General Machinery.

-

Las
"T">

most excellent suggestions.

MUNN & Co., Publishers,

Scientific American Office,

361 Broadway, New York.

DEAFN####An MCIsis CUBE"
heard. Successfulwhenallremediesfail. Sold

only by F. Hiscox, 853 B'way, N.Y. Write for book of£FREE

SOME APPLICATIONS OF Photo
graphy. A lecture by lord Rayleigh, F.R.S., discussing

the application of instantaneous photography to the

illustration of certain mechanical phenomena which

s*''' as to elude ordinary means of observa

F: ith 8 figures. Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMER

ICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 817. Price. 10 cents. To be

had at this office and from all newsdealers.

JEMKIMS UPRIGHT CUSHIOMED

POWER HAMMER.

. Users of this hammer sustain us in

Šsaying that it has no equal in all good
working qualities. Perfect cushion and

a perfect blow, with perfect control. For

|- cul & Colars, L. & R. Wister -

ith St. Philadelphia, Pa...t's.A

ART FROM A SCHOOLMASTER'S

point of view. A lecture by L. W. Miller, delivered in

the Sibley College Course. Contained in Screstific

AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 816. Price 10 cents. To

be had at this office and from all newsdealers.

-

Th:Shimer Cutter Heads a
45,000 SOLD, --

To work Car Siding, Flooring Ceil

ing and Ship Lap; #
an

* *#s:

N. Y. Mach'y Depot, Bridge Store 16. Frankfort St., N.Y.

Ice, etc., in a few

FAMILY ICE MACHINE£'s uo.

L. Dermigny, 126W.25th St., N.Y. Four patents for '.

'MAGI(LANTERS
"TH 0.1 laws weno Ecual

Views oral SuBJRI:
EASTERN PRICES GUAAANTEED

"IND LEI-ATALO-LE

L. MANASSE

38 MADIS0N SrCHICAGO Ill

Scientific Book Catalogue
RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

Our new catalogue containing over 100 pages, includ

ing works on more than fifty different subjects. Will be

mailed tree to any address on application.

M1UNN & Co., Publishers Scientitic American,

361 Broadway, New York.

N | CKEL
AN

l'N'APPARATU

NEWARMN.J.,

31 LIBERTY ST. N.Y.

23 S.CANAL ST. CHILM00

11 KEL CASTINGS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Steam! Steam!

Quality Higher, Price Lower.
For Strictly Cash, Complete Fixtures except Stack.

2-Horse Eureka Boiler and Engine, - $145

- - - - - - 225

Other sizes at low prices. Before you buy get our prices.

B. W. PAYNE & SONS,

STEM || || #
Manufactured by HARRISBURG FOUNDRY AND MACHI

R.

Mould Doors, Sas

Blinds. Cope Heads to

match.

Sam' J. Shimer & Sons,

Centre St., Milton, Pa.

Drawer 56. ELMIRA, N. Y.

in IDE

- *A

E. TIC ENGINES.

I * E.

AN

TMYER -

DEMA UND ENGINEs.

D - MECHANT

BLE FOR ELECTRICA

G-As ENGINEls,

PORTABLE, INEXPENSIVE.

| M.

oIL WELL SUPREY CO.

---

Essex'E'ters,BAL

91 & 92 WATER STIteleT.

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Manufacturers of everything needed for

---------*

for either Gas. Oil, Water, or Mineral

Tests, Boilers, Engines, Pipe,

Cordage, lorilling Tools, etc.

Illustrated catalogue, price

lists and discount sheets

on request.

THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER-A PAPER

by Jacques W. Redway, showing that the corrosion of

its banks and deposition of sediment constitutes the le

gitimate business of a river. Contained in SCIENTIFIC

AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, Nos, N10 and 811. Price

10 cents each. To be had at this office and from all

GATEs RUCK & ORE BREAKER

|- Capacity up to 200tons per hour.

Has produced more ballast, road

metal, and broken more ore than

all other Breakes combined.

Builders of High Grade Mining

Machinery.

Send for Catalogues.

cATES IRON WORKS,

50 Cso. Clinton St., Chicago

215. Franklin St. Boston, Mass.

INVENTIONS PTAtlitälly DEVELOPED
Drawings, Pattern Making, Experimental and Fine Ma

chine Work of all kinds. MILLIKEN & D'AMOUR,

1-153 Cedar Street, near West street, New York.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

By J. Kendall Freitag. A presentation of a few facts in

connection with the engineering part of the huge frame

works of metal and terra cotta that adorn our large

cities of to-day. With 9 figures. Contained in SCIEN

tific AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 816. Price 10

£ To be had at this office and from all news

ealers.

CL.A.I.R.I.E.’s

Wool, WASPIERs,

WARP DYEING AND 817,ING MACHINES,

PATENT RUBBER, COVERED SQUEEZE

PoWER WIRINGERS FOR HOSIERY AND

WARN DYEING,

DRYING AND VENTILATING FANS,

Wool, AND COTTON DRYERS, Etc.

Cataloguesfree.

CEO. P. CLARK,

Windsor Locks, Conn.Box L.

Catalogue No. 12, just issued.

with over 40 new illustrations,

* sent free. Addre

The Cushman Chuck Co., Hartford, Conn,

Useful Books!
Manufacturers. Agriculturists, Chemists. Engineers.Me

chanics, Builders, men of leisure, and professional

men, of all classes, need good books in the line of

their respective callings. Our post office department

permits the transmission of books through the mails

at very small cost. A£ catalogue of

useful books by different authors, on more than fifty

different subjects, has recently been published for

free circulation at the office of this paper. Subjects

classified with of author. ersons desiring

a copy, have only to ask for it, and it will be mailed

to them. Address,

M1UNN & Co., 361 Brondway, New York.

ARTESIA
Wells, Oil and Gas Wells, drilled

by contract to£ from 50

to 3000feet. We manufacture

andfurnish eve grequired

same. Port

d Mounted

catalogue. Pierce Artesian

and oil well Supply.Co.,
80 Beaver Street. New York.

-
-

THIES PROCESS OF TREATING

low grade auriforous Sulphides. B. A. Thies. Descrip

tion of author's process of treating dead-roasted auri

ferous sulphides with nascent chlorine in lead lined iron

cylinders. Contained in SciENTIFIC AMehicax Sup

PleMENT, No. 816. Price 10 cents. To be had at this

office and from all newsdealers.

#ELECTRICITY”
Then send £5.e. to the

AMATEURELECTRIC1AN,£: Il., &get that illus,

an."W2. Samplecopy 10c16-pp monthly "or beginnerstill

\980 USE GRINDSTONES'
If so, we can supply you. All sizes

=mounted and unmounted, always

kept in stock. member, we make a

specialtyof selectingstones forallspe

cial purposes. Ask for catalogue.

- The CLEVELAND STONE Co.

*= 2d Floor, Wilshire, Cleveland, 0.

THE NEw MoDEL “HALL.”

PERFECT TYPEWRITER,

BEST MANifoldeR.

IG/"Terms to Agents Liberal.

RITES ALL LANGUAGES."

Send for Catalogue and -

dd N T#### ####.Address N. EWRITER CO.

611 Washington St., Boston, Mass.-

IWFL DRING MACHINER,
MANUFACTURED BY

WILLIAMS BROTHERS,

1THACA, N.Y.,

Mounted and on Sills, for

deep or shallow wells,

with steam or horse

power.

Send for

| Catalogue.

ADDRESS

#Williams Brothers

1THACA, N.Y.
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TMBoertieements.

Inside Page, each insertion -- 75 cents a line

Back Page, each insertion - - - - 81.00 a line

The above are charges per agate line-about eight

words per line. This notice shows the width of the line,

and is set in£ type, Engravings may head adver

tisements at the same rate per agate line, by measure

ment, as the letter '', Advertisements must be

received at Publication Office as early as Thursday

morhing to appear in the following week's issue.

Branch Houses: 12 warren St., New York,291 wakash

Ave., CHICAGO. Factory, HARTFord, conn.

|##| || ||||
COMPLETE STOCK OF

Double Brace, Self-Oiling, Adjusta

ble Ball and Socket Hangers,

Pillow Blocks, Post

Hangers, Etc.

#1'''I''': #.

EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC 00,

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

THE HANDY
Gate Valve-for-low

pressures, steam, water,

oils, etc.,:simple,

more compact, better

suited for the purpose
and much lower in

price than wheel-handled straightway

valves, is rapidly superseding these

and stop cocks, where pressure is be

low 75 pounds: Absolutely tight.

Lever remains fixed at any opening,

is detachable and indicates degree of

opening. Sizes34 in...todin. Investigate.

Lunkenheimer Brass Mfg. Co.,Cin.0.

IEE-Is"I*Cola's

RECORDING PRESSURE GAUGE

Makes a continuous record, day and

night, of Steam, Water, Gas,

ir, and Liquid Pressure.

Will pay for itself by insuring

Safety and Economy in the opera

tion of your plant.

Simple in construction, accurate in

operation, and lowin price, "Send

for circular and facsimile chart.

The Bristol's Mig Co., Waterbury, Conn.

'"Motor of 13"Century
Can be used Any Place, to do...Any

Work,and by*''' No Boil

er: No Fire! o Steam 1 No

Ashes! No Gauges! No Engi

neer!. A perfectly safe Motor

for all places and£, Cost

of operation about one cent an

hour to each indicated horse pow

er. For circulars, etc., address

CHARTER GAS ENGINE CO:
P.O. Box 148, Sterling, Ill.

B0STON GEAR WORKS,
33 Hartford St., Boston, Mass.,

HEADQUARTERS FOR GEARS.

ADDITION, SUBTRACTION,

MULTIPLICATION, DIVISION,

INTEREST, EXCHANGE, PER

| CENTAGE, &c.

| The ç9MFTQMETE
solves widly and accurately al

arithmetical problems. Operated

by keys. Saves 60 per ct, of time.

Entire relief from mental strain.

Adapted to all commercial ac

counting and scientific compu

tations. SEND FOR, CIRCULAR.

FELT &TARRANTMFG.C0. 52-56 Illinois St. Chicago.

LEARN WATCHMAKING, Engraving, and kin

dred branches. Send for Prospectus. Chicago Watch

MAKERS' INSTITUTE, 22 Van Buren Street, Chicago.

Wanted 50,000 Sawyers

SAW and£SAW
send us their full address for a copy of Em

erson's "Book of SAWS, new 1890 edi-A
tion. We are first to introduce NATURAL

GAs for heating and tempering Saws with

wonderful effect upon improving their qua

lity and toughness, Snabling, us to, rein, a
prices. ddress EMIERSON, SMITH

& Co. (i.imited; "He'ver'Fails, Pa.

54 to 50 H. P.

Economy, Reliability,

simplicity, Safety.

-

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

FOR UNDERGROUND HAULAGE.

ELECTRICAL MINING APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE M 2.

THOMSON-VAN DEPOELE ELECTRIC MINING COMPANY.,

620 ATLANTIC AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.

[&#:

|- # T iQfcip - -

£

Address: The American Writing

Machine Co., Hartford, Conn.;

New York Office. 237 Broadway,

--- and Fine GRAY FON als0 Steel.

LEABLE, '*'IERN's
- £ TINNING *N. PATTER.

- Stevunzco.'
|THOM"'we'rua

Ng -

* AND",

“The sINTz"

GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES

Stationary and Marine.

Makes its own supply of gas from

gasoline, and at less expense than

any other engine. No boiler, coal, or

"reman required. Runs with either

manufactured or natural gas. Spe

cially adapted for small boats and

launchesandelectric lightwork. Cir

culars free. […" Mention this paper.

CLARK, SINTZ, MFR.,"
Springfield, Ohio. .

£Ea.Ex.Agusa."#

Llullanthalilill.i. ...b. al...r.l. t.

ALUMINUM A Pocket Rule made of this wonderful

metal, 3-inches long, finely-graduated,

free by mail for 25c. T.F. Welch,65. Sudbury St., Boston

BARNES: , ...

New Friction Disk Drill.

for LIGHT WORK.

Has these Great Advantages:

Thespeed can be instantly changedfrom 0 to 1600

without stopping or shifting belts. Power applied

can be£ to drive, with equal safety, the

smallest or largest drills within its range-a-won.

derful economy in time and great saving in drill

breakage. nd for catalogue.

W. F. & JN0. BARNES CO.,

1999 Ruby Gt, - Rockford, Ill.

VENTILATION OF RAILWAY TUN

nels-Descriptions of a new method of aerating railway

tunnels devised, by Mr. L. Pochet, engineer to the gov.

vernment of France. With 2 figures. Contained in

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT. No. 788. Price

'' £. To be had at this office and from all news

ealers.

PELTON WATER WHEEL

5 #"or |- Gives the highest efficienc

# of any wheel in the world.

3. / - ..Simple and reliable, adapted

to every variety of service,

with heads of 20 feet and up

...ward. Write for circulars.

*1914. Main St.,San Francisco, Cal.

" or235a Central Building, Libertyand

West Streets, New York.

WHITE STAR STEAMER TEUTONIC,

-A full description, with illustrictions, of the famous

ocean racer of the White Star Line. With 9 fluures.

Contained in Scientific AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No.

788. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and from

all newsdealers.

FOR R-R-O A.D.S.

W0ODEN TAN Tw.ter worris."

£:RS:*:::
SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED |£
FOR Foundations &Towths.

No 217 E.Man St. Louisville KY.

NIPPLE HOLDER
These holders are double

ended, and hold two sizes

of nipples each.

They are made in vari

ous sizes, ranging from 3%

to 4-inches.

See illustrated notice in

SCI, AM., Oct. 24, 1891.

ADJUSTABLE STOCKS AND DIES,
universally acknowledged to be

*I*-E-E-Es"L"

aft" Send for 1891.Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

ARMSTRONG MFG. C0, Bridgeport, Conn,

*.
| |N S

* S.| ECIA.|t-

SIEMENS #CAELES.

SUBMARINE, + 4 + 4 +

UNDERGROUND, +

INTERIOR, +

|

TELEGRAPH,

+ + TELEPHONE,

ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Manufactured under authority of

SIEMENS & halSRE by THE EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.

at their SCHENECTADY WORKS,

Estimates furnished on application.

Address,

Cable and Wire Department, Edison General Electric Company,
ED1son BUILDING, Broad St., NEW Yoris.

GASäßASULINEENGINES
STATIONARY and PORTABLE. All Sizes.

- Dwarfs in Size, but

- Giants in Strength.

Every Engine

Guaranteed. Full

articulars free by mail

£ this paper

VAN DUZEN

--~~\\\\\\\ Ster

£
2×.

* Swiss R.

copper ruses

SWUTBRass BRASSWR:

LEADING ENGINEERING WORKS

of the Past Year. By O. Chanute. A brief description

of a few of the leading engineering works of 1890, and an

account of some engineering proposals which seem to

possess features of novelty. Contained in SCIENTIFic

AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, Nos. 814 and 815. Price

10 cents each. To be had at this office and from all

newsdealers.

ATENTS!MESSRS. MU & CO., in connection

with the publication of the SCIENTIFIC

AMERICAN, continue to examine improve

ments, and to act as Solicitors of Patents

for Inventors.

In this line of business they have had forty-five years'

erperience, and now have unequaled facilities for the

preparation of Patent Drawings, Specifications, and the

prosecution of Applications for Patents in the United

states, Canada, and Foreign Countries. Messrs. Munn

& Co. also attend to the preparation of Caveats, Copy

rights, for Books, Labels, Reissues, Assignments, and

Reports on Infringements of Patents. All business in

trusted to them is done, with special care and prompt

ness, on very reasonable terms.

A pamphlet sent free of charge, on application, con

taining full information about Patents and how to pro

cure them; directions concerning Labels. Copyrights,
Designs, Patents Appeals, Reissues, Infringements

Assignments, Rejected Cases. Hints on the sale of

Patents, etc.

We also send, free of charge, a Synopsis of Foreign Pa

tent Laws, showing the cost and method of securing

Patents in all the principal countries of the world.

MUNN & Co., Solicitors of Patents,

361-Broadway, New York.

BRANCH OFFICES.–No. 622 and 624. F Street, Pa

cific Building, near 7th Street, Washington, D.C.

Comple:TE STEAMPUMP.

10 SIZES FROM #7 To $75
-

*WRITEFor

2^* PRIgEs ".

Já'. 's
GIRCULARP,

D'IfI
$olf MAKER5,

CINN.

POROUS EARTHENWAR. E. –BY

Chas. C. Gilman. An elaborate discussion of terra cotta

lumber and its future uses. Contained in scientific

AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 804. Price 10 cents,

To be had at this office and from all newsdealers.

&# R.- ATED

ICoal"ORE SEP's

JCŞ8SIAMPBATERIES"Munc-MNNEMAHNERYa".

£ HARRINGTON &KING PERFORATINGG CHICAC0.

87 MAIDEN LANE,

- N-or

-*-ū

Atkinson “Cycle” Gas Engine

Uses less gas per H. P. than

any other.

Has a working stroke at every revolu

tion of the crank. The stead

fest, most economical, and

easiest to start of any gas

engine made.

Henry Warden, Manuf"r.

1824. Allegheny Av., Phila., Pa.

--

Size:Tom 2 toEUH. P.

NEW KODAKS

“You press the button,

we do the rest.”

Seven New

Styles and

Sizes

ALL LOADED WITH

Transparent

Films,

For sale by all Photo. Stock Dealers.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY,

Send for Catalogue, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MININGSCRHS
ATORS, Revolving. Shaking status

METALS

NEW York Office, 284 Pearl StheET.

'M'l','!'.

95 MILKST., B0STON, MASS,

This Company owns the Letters Patent

granted to Alexander Graham Bell, March

7th, 1876, No. 174,465, and January 30th,

1877, No. 186,787.

The transmission of Speech by allknown

forius of Electric Speaking Telephonesin

fringes the right secured to this Company

by the above patents, and renders each

individual user of telephones not furnish

ed by it or its licensees responsible for such

unlawful use, and all the consequences

thereof, and liable to suit therefor.

Emery,

Emery Wheels,

Emery Whetstones,

Grinding Machines,

Knife Sharpeners,

The Tanite Co.,"
STRoudsburg, PA.

161 Washington, Sr., NEW YORK.

T-E E

Established 1846.

The Most Popular Scientific Paper in the World

Only 83.00 a Year, Including Postage.

Weekly-52. Numbers a Year.

This widely circulated and splendidly illustrated

paper is published weekly. Every number contains six

teen pages of useful information and a large number of

original engravings of new inventions and discoveries,

representing Engineering Works, Steam Machinery,

New Inventions, Novelties in Mechanics, Manufactures,

Chemistry, Electricity, Telegraphy, Photography, Archi

tecture, Agriculture, Horticulture, Natural History,

etc. Complete list of patents each week.

Terms of Subscription.-One copy of the Scien

TIFIC AMERICAN will be sent for one lear-52 numbers

postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the United States,

Canada, or Mexico, on receipt of three dollars by the

publishers; six months, $1.50; three months, $1.00.

Clubs.-Special rates for several names, and to Post

Masters. Write for particulars.

The safestway to remit is by Postal Order, Draft, or

Express Money Order. Money carefully placed inside

of envelopes, securely sealed, and correctly addressed,

seldom goes astray, but is at the sender's risk. Address

all letters and make all orders, drafts, etc., payable to

MUNN & Co., 361 Broadway, New York.

Th iE

$rientifir 3merican $upplement

This is a separate and distinct publication from THE

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, but is uniform therewith in size,

every number containing sixteen large pages full of en

gravings, many of which are taken from foreign papers,

and accompanied with translated descriptions. The

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT is published week

ly, and includes a very wide range of contents. It pre

sents the most recent papers by eminent writers in all

the principal departments of Science and the Useful

Arts, embracing Biology, Geology, Mineralogy, Natural

History, Geography, Archaeology, Astronomy Chemis

try, Electricity. Light, Heat, Mechanical Engineering,

Steam and Railway Engineering, Mining. Ship Building,

Marine Engineering, Photography, Technology, Manu

facturing Industries, Sanitary Engineering, Agriculture,

Horticulture, Domestic Economy, Biography, Medicine,

etc. A vast amount of fresh and valuable information

obtainable in no other publication.

The most important Engineering Works, Mechanisms,

and Manufactures at home and abroad are illustrated

and described in theSUPPLEMENT.

Price for the SUPPLEMENT for the United States and

Canada, $5.00 a year; or one copy of the SCIENTIFIC AM

ERICAN and one copy of the SUPPLEMENT, both mailed

for one yearfor:#7.00. Singlecopies, 10cents. Addressand

remit by postal order, express money order, or check,

MUNN & Co., 361 Broadway, New York,

Publishers SCIENTific American.

O

#uilding (£ilition.

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERicAN Architects and

BUILDERS' Epition is issued monthly. $2.50 a year.

Single copies, 25 cents. Forty large quarto pages, equal

to about two hundred ordinary book pages: forming a

large and splendid Magazine of Architecture, richly

adorned with elegant plates in colors, and with other fine

engravings: illustrating the most interesting examples

of modern architectural construction and allied subjects.

A special feature is the presentation in each number

of a variety of the latest and best plans for private resi

dences, city and country, including those of very mod

erate cost as well as the more expensive. Drawings in

perspective and in color are given, together with full

Plans, Specifications, Sheets of Details, Estimates, etc.

The elegance and cheapness of this magnificent work

have won for it the 1, argest Circulation of any

Architectural publication in the world. Sold by all news

dealers. $2.50 a year. Remit to

MUNN & Co.. Publishers,

361 Broadway, New York.

PRINTING INRS

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is printed with CPIAS.

ENEU JohnSON & Co.'S INK, Tenth and Lombard

Sts., Philadelphia, and 47 Rose St.,opp, Duane, New York

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

   

  

  

 

 

  

 

  

 
 

   

 

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 




